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Abstract

Mesh Morphing Technique used with Open-Source
CFD Toolbox in Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation

Rok Lapuh

Nowadays, the product design process relies on computer simulations more than
ever. 
Compared to the experimental tests, they allow substantially more designs to be
evaluated. 
Moreover, computer simulations allow a search for the optimum. That is why a fast
and efficient 
transition from one design iteration to the next is necessary.

For design evaluation in the aerospace industry, Computational Fluid Dynamics tools
are used, 
where finite volume meshes are computationally expensive to create. Instead of
recreating them 
for each product design during an optimisation process, it is much faster to morph
one design 
into the next one. Here an algorithm for mesh morphing based on radial basis
functions is 
presented. Its implementation is evaluated for mesh quality and performance. 
Mesh morphing of NURBS surfaces, a continuous representation of a given model
geometry, 
together with discrete meshes is proposed next.

Lastly, the implementation of the morphing algorithm is linked with a fluid flow solver
and an 
optimisation suite. All three programs are used together to optimise a product
coming from the 
aerospace industry.
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About Pipistrel d.o.o.

Pipistrel d.o.o was established in 1989 as the first private aircraft
producer in former Yugoslavia.

At first Pipistrel produced powered hang gliders or trikes, as we
now call them. As these aircraft were flying late in the evening using
lights at the front of their aircraft combined with the triangular shaped
hang-glider wings, the local people jokingly started to call them ’bats’.
The Latin word for a bat is ’pipistrellus’ and that is how the company
got its name.

In 1996 the company’s first aircraft named Sinus started to fly.
It was the world’s first two seat motorglider to fit in the ultralight
category. In 2004, Matevž Lenarčič took it on a record-breaking flight
around the world.

Following its success, two new aircraft were produced, the Virus
and Virus Short Wing. The latter can reach the speeds up to 300 km/h,
making it one of the fastest ultralight aircraft in the world. It is also a
double NASA Centennial challenge winner, claiming the title of the
best Personal Air Vehicle in 2007 and the main prize in the General
Aviation Challenge in 2008.

In 2011 the team won the NASA Green Flight Challenge with a
Taurus G4, a twin-fuselage electric aeroplane.

Pipistrel is also producing Taurus Electro, world’s first two-seat
electrical powered self-launching glider and the Alpha Electro Trainer,
world’s first serially produced all electric aircraft.

In 2016, the HY4, world’s first four-seat passenger aircraft powered
by a zero-emission hydrogen fuel cell propulsion, made a successful
maiden public flight.

In over 27 years, more than 800 aircraft from the Sinus/Virus family
were produced, adding up to more than 1500 different aircraft in total.

Today Pipistrel employs more than 130 people and it’s founder and
CEO Ivo Boscarol won the Readers’ Digest ’Trusted Brand’ award for
the fifth year in a row.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Setting

With the steep rising of computational power, industry is increasingly
using computer simulations to advance and optimise product design.
Probably the prime examples of this are automotive, aerospace and
naval industries, where various open-source or proprietary Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) toolboxes are in use.

Using computer simulations has many advantages over building a
prototype, one of which is being able to test many different design
iterations before finalisation. Exploiting this advantage and coupling
it with an optimisation suite provides one with an automated process
that searches for the optimum solution.

This is called an optimisation loop, sketched in figure 1.1, which
usually has three main parts. For CFD toolboxes that work using
Finite Volume Method (FVM)1, a mesher that creates the FVM mesh 1 Randall J. LeVeque. Finite Volume Meth-

ods for Hyperbolic Problems. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, United
Kingdom, 2002

is needed. This mesh is fed to the solver, which simulates the fluid
flow and provides the results for the current design. The results are
then sent to the optimiser, which evaluates them and, using some
optimisation technique, instructs the mesher on how the mesh should
be constructed in the next design iteration.

solver

optimisermesher

Figure 1.1: The typical optimisation loop
using a mesher, a solver and an opti-
miser.

At this point the problem presents itself, as such CFD simulations
tend to be computationally heavy. The optimiser is quite lightweight,
but both mesher and solver require a lot of computer power and time.
Furthermore, to find the optimum, one usually needs to evaluate the
optimisation loop many times.

Finding a way to speed up the process is in order, and one of the
possible ways is to almost entirely eliminate the need for the mesher.
Instead of creating a new mesh in every iteration, just a morpher
would be used to modify initial mesh into a new shape as prescribed
by the optimiser. The proposed optimisation loop is given in figure
1.2. mesher

solver

optimisermorpher

Figure 1.2: The proposed optimisation
loop uses the mesher only at the begin-
ning and then depends on the morpher,
the solver and the optimiser.

1.2 Thesis Goal and Scope

The first goal of the thesis is to create a Radial Basis Functions (RBF)
based prototype tool for morphing a FVM mesh and test it for both
performance gains and it’s effect on the quality of the mesh.

Many designs and models are created using a continuous math-
ematical representation, in particular Non-Uniform Rational Basis
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Splines (NURBS), instead of discrete patches and point clouds as in
Stereolithography (STL). Although a FVM mesh is always discrete, it
is beneficial to be able to have the final design in desired mathematical
form. Therefore the proposed prototype tool is extended to work
with NURBS surfaces.

The full optimisation loop is connected using the prototype mor-
pher, an open-source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM™ 2, which provides a 2 https://openfoam.org, a. [Online; ac-

cessed 5-May-2017]solver and a mesher, and an open-source optimiser Dakota™ 3. The
3 Brian M. Adams et al. Dakota, A Mul-
tilevel Parallel Object-Oriented Framework
for Design Optimization, Parameter Estima-
tion, Uncertainty Quantification, and Sen-
sitivity Analysis: Version 6.6 User’s Man-
ual. Sandia National Laboratories, Albu-
querque, New Mexico, May 2017

loop will be tested on a trivial problem with known solution.
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2 Background

2.1 Related Work on Radial Basis Functions

RBF are commonly used for interpolation of scattered and unstruc-
tured data across many fields, for example image manipulation1, 1 George Wolberg. Image morphing: a

survey. The Visual Computer, 14(8):360–
372, Dec 1998

creation of surrogate models for optimisation2, approximation of
2 Rommel G. Regis and Christine A.
Shoemaker. Constrained global opti-
mization of expensive black box func-
tions using radial basis functions. Jour-
nal of Global Optimization, 31(1):153–171,
Jan 2005

partial differential equations3, and machine learning4.

3 C. Franke and R. Schaback. Solving
partial differential equations by colloca-
tion using radial basis functions. Applied
Mathematics and Computation, 93(1):73 –
82, 1998

4 S. Chen, C. F. N. Cowan, and P. M.
Grant. Orthogonal least squares learn-
ing algorithm for radial basis function
networks. IEEE Transactions on Neural
Networks, 2(2):302–309, Mar 1991

Interesting work on the use of RBF for CFD applications was
done by A. de Boer et al. In their paper5 they first explained the

5 A. de Boer, M. S. van der Schoot, and
H. Bijl. High Quality Mesh Morphing
Using Triharmonic Radial Basis Func-
tions. Computers & Structures, 85(11):784

– 795, 2007

RBF based morphing algorithm and then went on to compare 14

different RBF on mesh quality. An interesting mesh quality metric
was proposed, which combined the change in volume of the mesh cells
and their skewness. After discarding all but 5 best RBF, the remaining
contenders were compared and found superior to a semi-torsional
springs based method6. As RBF with local and global support were

6 Dehong Zeng and C. Ross Ethier. A
semi-torsional spring analogy model for
updating unstructured meshes in 3d
moving domains. Finite Elements in Anal-
ysis and Design, 41(11):1118 – 1139, 2005

used, the effect of the support radius on mesh quality was inspected.
They found out that the mesh quality rises with greater local support
radius to about the same quality as when using global support radius.
The effect of support radius on computing time was measured, but
the sparse nature of the system of equations when using local support
was not exploited, so the only difference was the evaluation time
of RBF. Still, the execution with smaller support radius was faster.
The paper was wrapped up by showing that the mesh quality after
morphing is high enough for flow simulations, by performing one on
a morphed NACA-0012 aerofoil. At the end, the authors were most
satisfied with local CP C2 and global TPS2 RBF.

In the same year a paper7 by S. Jakobsson and O. Amoignon 7 S. Jakobsson and O. Amoignon. Mesh
deformation using radial basis functions
for gradient-based aerodynamic shape
optimization. Computers & Fluids, 36(6):
1119 – 1136, 2007

was published. The IQ RBF with global support was compared to
a Laplace smoother and the latter was found to be much slower.
The results of an optimization of the ONERA M6 wing with both
morphing methods, together with the flow solver Edge and an adjoint
optimisation algorithm, were presented. In particular, it was very
interesting to see the derivation of the relation between the adjoint
sensitivities and the gradient with respect to the design parameters,
although adjoint optimisation is well beyond the scope of this thesis.
Finally, mesh quality was compared between different RBF.

The work of M. E. Biancolini on RBF evolved in the software RBF
Morph™, which is available either as a stand alone version or add-on
for commercial packages ANSYS™ Fluent and ANSYS™ Mechanical.
In his paper8, morphing with RBF was compared to pseudo-solid

8 M. E. Biancolini. Mesh Morphing and
Smoothing by Means of Radial Basis
Functions (RBF): A Practical Example
Using Fluent and RBF Morph. 2012
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smoothing based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). Pseudo-solid
smoothing had better mesh quality on average, but the quality of the
worst cell was much lower in comparison to RBF. Some examples
of using the morpher for optimisation purposes were given, like the
optimisation of a motorbike wind shield, the optimisation of an F1

car front wing, the optimisation of a F16 fighter jet and so on.
In another article9 by M. E. Biancolini et al. the same software was 9 M. E. Biancolini, I. M. Viola, and M. Ri-

otte. Sails trim optimisation using cfd
and rbf mesh morphing. Computers &
Fluids, 93:46–60, 2014

used to explore different trims of yachts sails. Sixteen configurations
were modelled with two approaches, generating a new mesh every
time, and RBF morphing. The quality of the results was very similar,
while RBF functions were much faster. The results were also validated
in a wind tunnel. Lastly, the best trim was found with RBF morphing
and optimisation methods.

In further work10 by M. E. Biancolini et al. RBF Morph™ was used 10 Marco Evangelos Biancolini, Emiliano
Costa, Ubaldo Cella, Corrado Groth,
Gregor Veble, and Matej Andrejašič.
Glider fuselage-wing junction optimiza-
tion using CFD and RBF mesh morph-
ing. Aircraft Engineering and Aerospace
Technology, 88(6):740–752, 2016

again to analyse the Pipistrel Taurus glider, which suffered from a flow
separation at the joint of the wing and the fuselage. Morphing was
successfully used together with optimisation algorithms to drastically
reduce the problem.

In a paper11 by A. M. Morris et al. RBF functions were used for 11 A. M. Morris, C. B. Allen, and T. C. S.
Rendall. CFD-based optimization of
aerofoils using radial basis functions for
domain element parameterization and
mesh deformation. International Journal
for Numerical Methods in Fluids, 58(8):827–
860, 2008

parametrisation. That enabled to keep the number of design pa-
rameters low, which is crucial for keeping the computational cost of
optimisation algorithms down, especially when gradient based algo-
rithms are used and gradients are computed using finite differences.
A detailed optimisation of a two dimensional aerofoil was presented.

F. Bos et al. presented an interesting work12 at the OpenFOAM™ 12 Frank Bos, BW van Oudheusden, and
H Bijl. Moving and deforming meshes
for flapping flight at low reynolds num-
bers. Delft University of Technology, 2:19,
2008

workshop in Milan in 2008. Mesh morphing was not used for optimi-
sation, but rather for mesh movement in a time dependent simulation.
This enabled flapping motion simulation, that could help explain the
flying mechanism of birds and insects. Morphing was challenging,
as the amplitudes were quite extreme. RBF morphing, with differ-
ent enhancements, was then compared to a Laplacian mesh motion
solver and a Solid Body Rotation Stress mesh motion solver. The RBF
morpher was found to be the most robust of the three, but could get
quite time consuming with more control points.

RBF were used for mesh motion in the work13 of T. C. S. Rendall

13 T. C. S. Rendall and C. B. Allen. Par-
allel efficient mesh motion using radial
basis functions with application to multi-
bladed rotors. International journal for
numerical methods in engineering, 81(1):
89–105, 2010aand C. B. Allen, where helicopter rotors were simulated. This was a

complicated model, so for adequate mesh motion the RBF algorithm
became very computationally expensive. The efficiency was then
greatly improved by using it in conjunction with a local correction
method. The result was a high quality deformation at low cost. The
authors refined their algorithm in their future work14 and used it in

14 T. C. S. Rendall and C. B. Allen. Re-
duced surface point selection options for
efficient mesh deformation using radial
basis functions. Journal of Computational
Physics, 229(8):2810–2820, 2010b

the area of fluid-structure interaction15, where mesh motion is also
15 T. C. S. Rendall and C. B. Allen. Ef-
ficient mesh motion using radial ba-
sis functions with data reduction algo-
rithms. Journal of Computational Physics,
228(17):6231–6249, 2009

important.
Another fluid-structure interaction algorithm with the help of RBF

was presented16 by Matej Andrejašič et al. First, mode-superposition 16 M. Andrejašič, D. Eržen, E. Costa,
S. Porziani, M. E. Biancolini, and
C. Groth. A mesh morphing based fsi
method used in aeronautical optimiza-
tion application. In ECCOMAS Congress,
2016

method was used to get mode shapes and eigen-frequencies. Those
were then subject to aerodynamic loading. Lastly, a superposition
of modes gave the full modal response to a given loading. The
RBF method was used to morph the baseline geometry in such a
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way that the internal tension forces of the structure counteracts the
aerodynamic loads on the geometry surface. The proposed algorithm
was used on two examples, first was a High Reynolds Number Aero-
Structural Dynamics configuration and an optimisation of a propeller
mounted on a Pipistrel prototype electric aircraft.

In the work17 by J. A. S. Witteveen and H. Bijl a morphing method 17 Jeroen AS Witteveen and Hester Bijl.
Explicit mesh deformation using inverse
distance weighting interpolation. In 19th
AIAA Computational Fluid Dynamics Con-
ference, AIAA, San Antonio, Texas, AIAA
Paper, volume 3996, page 2009, 2009

based on Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) is proposed and com-
pared to the RBF method. Both methods were compared on fluid-
structure interaction applications to a two-dimensional aerofoil and
the three-dimensional AGARD 445.6 wing benchmark. IDW is said
to be much faster, as it avoids solving a system of equations, but the
RBF method has a higher mesh quality.

D. Sieger, S. Menzel, and M. Botsch did a comparison18 of the RBF 18 Daniel Sieger, Stefan Menzel, and
Mario Botsch. A Comprehensive Com-
parison of Shape Deformation Methods
in Evolutionary Design Optimization. In
EngOpt 2012 - International Conference on
Engineering Optimization, July 2012a

method with the Free Form Deformation (FFD) and the Direct Ma-
nipulation Free Form Deformation (DMFFD) methods. The used RBF
function was R3. Methods were used together with CFD simulations
and evolutionary optimisation algorithms. The resulting framework
was then applied to a passenger car optimization, improving the
drag of a simplified Honda Civic model. While the final results were
similar, the authors concluded that the RBF method was the easiest to
use and the most flexible.

A set of 6 different morphing techniques was compared in the
work19 done by M. L. Staten et al. RBF were not included, but the 19 Matthew L. Staten, Steven J. Owen,

Suzanne M. Shontz, Andrew G. Salinger,
and Todd S. Coffey. A Comparison of
Mesh Morphing Methods for 3D Shape
Optimization. In 20st International Mesh-
ing Roundtable, pages 293–311. Springer,
October 2011

article still serves as a good reference for someone looking for the
alternative solutions. Authors concluded with recommendation of
Finite element-based mesh warping (FEMWARP) and a linear simplex
based method. Their work was picked up by D. Sieger, S. Menzel, and
M. Botsch and they compared presented methods with RBF in their
presentation20. RBF produced similar or superior element quality 20 Daniel Sieger, Stefan Menzel, and

Mario Botsch. Mesh deformation based
on radial basis function interpolation.
In 21st International Meshing Roundtable,
pages 1 – 15. Springer, October 2012b

while being much easier to implement. It was more flexible, as it can
be applied to tetrahedral, hexahedral, or arbitrary polyhedral meshes.

2.2 Other Morphing Methods

Beside RBF there are numerous other techniques for mesh morphing
and deformation. Some were mentioned or compared to in the
literature presented above. For orientation, a few of them are quickly
explained here.

Free Form Deformation (FFD)21 is a well known technique with 21 Thomas W. Sederberg and Scott R.
Parry. Free-form deformation of solid
geometric models. SIGGRAPH Comput.
Graph., 20(4):151–160, August 1986

many variants regarding which basis functions are used. At first
deformations were computed using Bézier basis functions and latter
variations use B-splines, NURBS, 3D-Delaunay triangulation and
many others. The basic idea behind FFD is based on constructing
a parallelepiped lattice around the object. The control points of the
lattice are then deformed and the deformation of the object in it is
computed using a trivariate tensor-product of basis functions. This
method has two drawbacks compared to RBF. First, the construction
of the lattice is cumbersome in contrast with placing control points
around as one sees fit. Second, manipulating the lattice deforms the
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mesh only indirectly, making optimisation algorithms less efficient.
In contrast, when RBF control points are placed directly on the mesh,
the movement of the mesh in those points is exactly specified.

Direct Manipulation Free Form Deformation (DMFFD)22 is an improve- 22 William M. Hsu, John F. Hughes, and
Henry Kaufman. Direct manipulation
of free-form deformations. SIGGRAPH
Comput. Graph., 26(2):177–184, July 1992

ment over FFD. A lattice still needs to be constructed, but control
points are also defined on the object itself and moved as desired. From
this movement, the movement of control points of the lattice is com-
puted via a system of linear equations and once those are obtained,
one proceeds as with normal FFD. The said system of equations is
singular, so one needs to use a pseudo-inverse solver. However, if the
system is overdetermined, a least-squares solution is found, mean-
ing that our pre-described movement of the object control points
might not be fully satisfied. While this and the construction of the
lattice is still a drawback compared to RBF, the results of morphing
optimisation are similar.

Smoothing23 is, in contrast to RBF, FFD and DMFFD, a mesh based 23 Michael L Brewer, Lori Freitag Di-
achin, Patrick M Knupp, Thomas
Leurent, and Darryl J Melander. The
mesquite mesh quality improvement
toolkit. In IMR, 2003

method, meaning one needs to take into account the connectivity
between the mesh points. In its most basic form smoothing means set-
ting the position of each node to an average position of all connecting
nodes. This usually means solving a very large system of equations.
While this method can be good for small deformations, in general it
is not considered reliable.

Simplex-Linear Transformations24 is a mesh-less method. It is based 24 Matthew L. Staten, Steven J. Owen,
Suzanne M. Shontz, Andrew G. Salinger,
and Todd S. Coffey. A Comparison of
Mesh Morphing Methods for 3D Shape
Optimization. In 20st International Mesh-
ing Roundtable, pages 293–311. Springer,
October 2011

on Delaunay tessellation and it produces very good results while it
also scales very efficiently with larger meshes.

Finite element-based mesh warping (FEMWARP)25 is a mesh based

25 Suzanne M. Shontz and Stephen A.
Vavasis. Analysis of and workarounds
for element reversal for a finite element-
based algorithm for warping triangular
and tetrahedral meshes. BIT Numerical
Mathematics, 50(4):863–884, Dec 2010

method that morphs the mesh at least as good as RBF, but it contains
solving a sparse system of equations of size n × n, where n is the
number of interior nodes, meaning that the method is not efficient for
larger meshes.

Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)26 is an explicit method for multi-

26 D. Shepard. A Two-dimensional Inter-
polation Function for Computer Mapping
of Irregularly Spaced Data. Harvard pa-
pers in theoretical geography. Geogra-
phy and the properties of surface series,
no. Laboratory for Computer Graphics,
Harvard University, 1968

variate interpolation of scattered data points. Its main advantage is
that it does not need to solve a system of equations, keeping its time
complexity down to O(N), where N is the number of points in mesh.
At its heart it still uses RBF functions, but it requires that the function
value goes towards infinity as the radius goes towards zero. This
method is even easier to implement than the proposed RBF method,
requiring only a few lines of code. Because of its simplicity and speed
it is wildly used, but is rarely as accurate as the RBF method.

2.3 OpenFOAM™

OpenFOAM™, which stands for Open source Field Operation And Ma-
nipulation, is a toolbox written in C++ language. It features many
numerical solvers for problems from continuum mechanics, mainly
for CFD. Most solvers are based on FVM. The toolbox also includes
many pre and post-processing utilities, for example popular meshers
blockMesh and snappyHexMesh. It is released under the GNU General
Public License27.

27 Gnu general public license, a. URL
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.

html
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OpenFOAM™ was created by Henry Weller et al. in 1989
28, back then 28 H. G. Weller, G. Tabor, H. Jasak, and

C. Fureby. A tensorial approach to com-
putational continuum mechanics using
object-oriented techniques. Computers in
physics, 12(6):620–631, 1998

under the name FOAM, and was released as open-source in 2004.
As an open-source and therefore free product it has quickly gained
popularity in the industry that was using commercial solutions. Today
OpenFOAM™ is becoming more and more popular with a growing
community.

The project has two major setbacks. The first is sparse documenta-
tion, creating a steep learning curve. The second is that OpenFOAM™ is
not run as a single project. Over the years it separated into three major
branches, OpenFOAM™ Foundation29, OpenFOAM™ Plus30 and FOAM 29 https://openfoam.org, a. [Online; ac-

cessed 5-May-2017]
30 http://www.openfoam.com, b. [Online;
accessed 4-July-2017]

Extend31. For this thesis, OpenFOAM™ Foundation version 4.1 is used.

31 https://sourceforge.net/

projects/foam-extend/, c. [On-
line; accessed 4-July-2017]

A short summary on how OpenFOAM™ works is given in appendix
D.

2.4 Dakota™

The Dakota™ 32 project started in 1994 as an internal research and 32 Brian M. Adams et al. Dakota, A Mul-
tilevel Parallel Object-Oriented Framework
for Design Optimization, Parameter Estima-
tion, Uncertainty Quantification, and Sen-
sitivity Analysis: Version 6.6 User’s Man-
ual. Sandia National Laboratories, Albu-
querque, New Mexico, May 2017

development activity at Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Its initial goal was to provide a common set of op-
timisation tools, but it has grown significantly beyond that in the
recent years. Today it includes state-of-the-art optimization meth-
ods, methods for global sensitivity and variance analysis, parameter
estimation, uncertainty quantification, and verification, as well as
meta-level strategies for surrogate-based optimization, hybrid opti-
mization, and optimization under uncertainty. Parallel computation
support is available for all these algorithms.

Since the end of 2009, Dakota™ is released under the GNU Lesser
General Public License33. 33 Gnu lesser general public license, b.

URL https://www.gnu.org/licenses/

lgpl.html
How to run Dakota™ is briefly explained in appendix E.
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3 Methods and Implementation

Before explaining the prototype program, the mathematical descrip-
tion of RBF is presented.

3.1 Radial Basis Functions

The RBF are any real-valued functions φ whose value in point x
depends only on the distance from a certain point c, let’s call it
control point, therefore φ(x, c) = φ(‖x− c‖). The idea behind the
mesh morphing algorithm with RBF is straightforward. A set of
RBF control points, which are points in space where the wanted
displacement is known, is defined. The displacement in any other
point in space is then interpolated using RBF. If a discrete mesh or any
kind of scattered points occupies that space, it will deform according
to displacements of RBF control points.

3.1.1 Mathematical Representation

Here the mathematical background for the construction of an RBF
interpolation function s(x) is presented, as given in the literature1,2. 1 S. Jakobsson and O. Amoignon. Mesh

deformation using radial basis functions
for gradient-based aerodynamic shape
optimization. Computers & Fluids, 36(6):
1119 – 1136, 2007

2 A. de Boer, M. S. van der Schoot, and
H. Bijl. High Quality Mesh Morphing
Using Triharmonic Radial Basis Func-
tions. Computers & Structures, 85(11):784

– 795, 2007

The interpolation function is formulated as

s(x) =
N

∑
i=1

γiφ(‖x− xc
i ‖) + h(x), (3.1)

where x = (x, y, z) is an arbitrary position in space, xc
i is the position

of i-th RBF control point with corresponding coefficients γi, N is
the number of RBF control points, φ is an RBF and h(x) is a linear
polynomial

h(x) = β1 + β2x + β3y + β4z. (3.2)

The polynomial h(x) enables the rigid motion of the point x.
s(x), γi and h(x) are vectors, where the number of elements de-

pends on the dimensionality of the case. If the case is 1D, those vectors
are actually scalars, while in the 2D case they have two elements and
in the 3D case they have three elements, one for each dimension. In
this presentation a 3D case is assumed.

There are numerous RBF presented in the literature and they can
be divided in two groups, RBF with local support and RBF with
global support. RBF with global support are effective everywhere in
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Radial Basis Function φ(r) note

Spline type (Rn) |r|n n odd

Thin plate spline (TPSn) |r|n log |r| n even

Multiquadric (MQ)
√

1 + r2

Inverse multiquadric (IMQ) 1√
1+r2

Inverse quadric (IQ) 1
1+r2

Gaussian (GS) e−r2

Table 3.1: Some common RBF with
global support.

the domain, while RBF with local support have the property

φ(r) =





f (r) 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,

0 r > 1,
(3.3)

where r =
∥∥x− xc

i

∥∥/rs and rs is a support radius with which the
local support is controlled. Functions with global support will give
higher mesh quality3, as they move all the mesh nodes and not just 3 A. de Boer, M. S. van der Schoot, and

H. Bijl. High Quality Mesh Morphing
Using Triharmonic Radial Basis Func-
tions. Computers & Structures, 85(11):784

– 795, 2007

the ones inside the support radius of each control point rs, leading
to less stark local changes in the mesh. However, using functions
with local support and with small rs makes the system (3.6) sparse,
which is much more effective to solve. As each point in the mesh
is influenced by fewer control points when local support is used,
the evaluation of the RBF is faster as well. Functions with local
support are therefore preferred when the number of RBF control
points N is high. Some common RBF from the literature4,5 are given 4 S. Jakobsson and O. Amoignon. Mesh

deformation using radial basis functions
for gradient-based aerodynamic shape
optimization. Computers & Fluids, 36(6):
1119 – 1136, 2007

5 Holger Wendland. Konstruktion und
untersuchung radialer basisfunktionen
mit kompaktem träger. Göttingen, Georg-
August-Universität zu Göttingen, Diss,
1996

in tables 3.1 and 3.2. For simplicity, only spline type R1, meaning
linear interpolation φ(r) = |r|, will be used here.

As the displacement of i-th RBF control point xc
i is already given

as gi, the coefficients γ and polynomial h(x) must be such that the
condition

s(xc
i ) = gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N (3.4)

is satisfied. An additional requirement is that γ coefficients must
fullfill

0 =
N

∑
i=1

γiq(xc
i ), (3.5)

for all linear polynomials q. This requirement ensures that the total
contribution of the polynomial in the control points is zero.

Radial Basis Function φ(r)

CP C0 (1− r)2

CP C2 (1− r)4(4r + 1)

CP C4 (1− r)6( 35
3 r2 + 6r + 1

)

CP C6 (1− r)8(32r3 + 25r2 + 8r + 1
)

CTPS C0 (1− r)5

Table 3.2: Some common RBF with local
support.
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Conditions (3.4) and (3.5) give us a system of linear equations of
size (N + 4)× (N + 4), which can be solved to obtain γ and β

[
M P
PT 0

] [
γ

β

]
=

[
g
0

]
, (3.6)

where M is an interpolation matrix of size N × N

Mij = φ
(∥∥∥xc

i − xc
j

∥∥∥
)

for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, (3.7)

P is matrix with control points of size N × 4

P =




1 xc
1

1 xc
2

...
...

1 xc
N



=




1 xc
1 yc

1 zc
1

1 xc
2 yc

2 zc
2

...
...

...
...

1 xc
N yc

N zc
N




, (3.8)

g is a matrix with known displacements of control points of size
N × 3

g =




g1

g2

...

gN



=




gx
1 gy

1 gz
1

gx
2 gy

2 gz
2

...
...

...

gx
N gy

N gz
N




, (3.9)

γ is matrix with coefficients of size N × 3

γ =




γ1

γ2

...

γN



=




γx
1 γ

y
1 γz

1

γx
2 γ

y
2 γz

2
...

...
...

γx
N γ

y
N γz

N




, (3.10)

and β is matrix with polynomial coefficients of size 4× 3

β =




β1

β2

β3

β4



=




βx
1 β

y
1 βz

1

βx
2 β

y
2 βz

2

βx
3 β

y
3 βz

3

βx
4 β

y
4 βz

4




. (3.11)

At this point one has all the ingredients needed to create an RBF
interpolant using (3.1), which in the expanded form reads

s(x) =





sx(x) =
N
∑

i=1
γx

i φ
(∥∥x− xc

i

∥∥)+ βx
1 + βx

2x + βx
3y + βx

4z,

sy(x) =
N
∑

i=1
γ

y
i φ
(∥∥x− xc

i

∥∥)+ β
y
1 + β

y
2x + β

y
3y + β

y
4z,

sz(x) =
N
∑

i=1
γz

i φ
(∥∥x− xc

i

∥∥)+ βz
1 + βz

2x + βz
3y + βz

4z,

(3.12)
which returns the deformation vector of a point x. New position of
the arbitrary point x is then given as

xnew = x + s(x). (3.13)
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3.1.2 Demonstration of a Minimum 1D Case

As an example let us consider a one dimensional problem with two
control points on the x axis

xc
1 = 0

xc
2 = 1

(3.14)

with a predefined displacement

g1 = 0

g2 = 1
(3.15)

meaning the first control points stays fixed and the second one moves
for one unit in the x direction.

That gives us matrices

P =

[
1 xc

1

1 xc
2

]
=

[
1 0

1 1

]
, (3.16)

M =

[
φ
(∥∥xc

1 − xc
1

∥∥) φ
(∥∥xc

1 − xc
2

∥∥)

φ
(∥∥xc

2 − xc
1

∥∥) φ
(∥∥xc

2 − xc
2

∥∥)
]
=

[
0 1

1 0

]
, (3.17)

g =

[
g1

g2

]
=

[
0

1

]
, (3.18)

with which one can assemble the system of equations
[

M P
PT 0

] [
γ

β

]
=

[
g
0

]
, (3.19)




[
0 1

1 0

] [
1 0

1 1

]

[
1 1

0 1

] [
0 0

0 0

]







γ1

γ2

β1

β2



=




[
0

1

]

[
0

0

]




. (3.20)

The solution to this system is

γ1 = 0,

γ2 = 0,

β1 = 0,

β2 = 1.

(3.21)

The result is inserted in (3.12) which gives the displacement

s(x) = γ1φ(‖x− xc
1‖) + γ2φ(‖x− xc

2‖) + β1 + β2x

= x
(3.22)

which in turn gives us the new position of any arbitrary point

xnew = x + s(x) = 2x. (3.23)

Inserting the coordinates of control points (3.14) into this solution
returns the new position with predefined displacements (3.15) from
the original position.
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3.1.3 Symmetry

One thing that needs to be noted is that the solution is symmetric
to the control point that is fixed. In our example, if points that one
wants to morph are on the negative side of the axis, they would be
morphed away from the origin, see (3.23).

The symmetry is not bound to the origin. If one would translate the
problem for x = 1 in the positive direction, therefore setting control
points as

xc
1 = 1

xc
2 = 2

(3.24)

and keep their displacements the same as in (3.15), the results would
be

γ1 = 0,

γ2 = 0,

β1 = −1,

β2 = 1,

(3.25)

and therefore

s(x) = x− 1, (3.26)

finally giving us

xnew = x + s(x) = 2x− 1. (3.27)

The symmetry is now around the point x = 1, which is the position
of the fixed control point xc

1.
One way one could try to damp this symmetry is by introducing

another control point that is fixed in space. Then our control points
are

xc
1 = −1, g1 = 0,

xc
2 = 0, g2 = 0,

xc
3 = 1, g3 = 1,

(3.28)

and the final solution is

s(x) =





1
2 + 1

2 x, x < −1,

0, −1 ≤ x < 0,

x, 0 ≤ x < 1,
1
2 + 1

2 x, 1 ≤ x.

(3.29)

The solution is plotted in figure 3.1. As one can see, there still −2 −1 0 1 2
−0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

x

s (
x )

Figure 3.1: The displacements s(x) of
solution (3.29). Black dots represent the
control points. Evidently, their displace-
ment matches the prescribed displace-
ment gi (3.28).

is symmetry in areas outside the control points |x| ≥ 1 and the
displacement is halved on both sides by the newly added control point
xc

1. However, within the control points, the displacement s(x) is as
desired, s(x) = x on the positive side and s(x) = 0 on the negative.

In practice, one usually doesn’t have to deal with the symmetry
effect. A so called domain is defined, which is a volume that includes
all the points that one wants to morph and is usually bounded by
control points. Points that are not inside the domain and would be
morphed by the symmetry effect are bypassed.
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3.1.4 Weighting Predefined Displacements

If a change of predefined displacements g is desired, one would need
to reassemble and resolve the system of equations (3.6). However, if
one just wants to rescale predefined displacements, one can write

gnew = wgold (3.30)

for an arbitrary scalar w, and one can equivalently just rescale the
interpolation function (3.12)

snew(x) = wsold(x). (3.31)

Proof for this equivalence is given in theorem 1 in appendix A.
A lot of time and computational effort can be saved if the de-

sired new shape can be expressed as a scaled deformation, that was
performed in previous iteration.

3.2 A Proof of Concept and pMorph

When developing a morphing program, first a proof of concept func-
tion was created in Matlab™. This function implements all the steps
given in chapter 3.1.1. When it worked without issues and its useful-
ness was proven, it was converted to a more versatile tool written in
Python. Later the NURBS functionality was added and finally the
connection with OpenFOAM™ and Dakota™ was established.

The detailed explanation of the prototype function is in appendix
B. Some examples of morphing with the prototype function can be
seen in section 4.1.

The next step is to transform a proof-of-concept function into
a more versatile prototype that could be used in conjunction with
OpenFOAM™ and Dakota™. First of all, there are a few important
decisions to be made.

The first one is the language in which it should be written. As
OpenFOAM™ and Dakota™ are both free-to-use, it would be good for
the underlying language of the prototype to be free as well. A decision
was made to switch from Matlab™ to Python6. Python is easy to use,

6 Guido van Rossum. Python tutorial.
Techincal Report CS-R9526, Centrum
voor Wiskunde en Informatica (CWI),
Amsterdam, May 1995

which is great for writing a prototype, but it can still be quite fast,
provided one uses numpy7 and other libraries, that are written in C++.

7 Stéfan van der Walt, S. Chris Colbert,
and Gaël Varoquaux. The numpy ar-
ray: A structure for efficient numerical
computation. Computing in Science & En-
gineering, 13(2):22–30, 2011

The next question is how the prototype should be controlled. Again
OpenFOAM™ and Dakota™ served as inspiration. They are both oper-
ated with the text files, that are read by the program. Furthermore,
text files are the way Dakota™ communicates with most programs.
Therefore the prototype tool shall use text file input as well. Only a
single file will be required and it will be called Dictionary.

The last decision was probably the hardest, defining how to name
the prototype. Finally, the decision was made to go with pMorph,
where p of course stands for Pipistrel.

While the core functionality in pMorph is the same as in the proof-
of-concept, more functions are required to make it more usable.

In short, pMorph runs in 5 main steps, as seen in figure 3.2.

Parse Dictionary

Create Geometry

Create Solutions

Morph Geometries

Sum Morphed Geometries

Figure 3.2: The main steps in execution
of pMorph.
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First the Dictionary is parsed. All geometries, the ones that need
to be morphed as well as control points, are created as arrays of points.
Control points are than used to create Solutions. A Solution is all the
data that is needed to morph an arbitrary point somewhere in space.
It consists of control points as well as the γ and β parameters. Next,
for each solution separately the displacements of geometry that needs
to be morphed are computed. In the final step, those displacements
are superimposed to create a new geometry.

A more in-depth explanation of pMorph is in appendix C. An appli-
cation to morphing with pMorph can be seen in section 4.2.

3.2.1 Starting pMorph at a Later Stage

In spite of the fact that morphing is already much faster than re-
meshing, the costliest part of the morphing process can be skipped
most of the time.

First of all, Solutions are only dependent on control points and are
independent of the geometry one actually wants to morph. Therefore,
if there are two geometries that one wants to morph in the same way,
it is only needed to compute Solutions once. Therefore Solutions,
meaning control points and the γ and β parameters, are saved to a
text file. Then pMorph can be run to start from this file, bypassing the
assembling and solving the linear system, the most demanding task
in the program.

When running the optimisation, many slightly different designs
are tested. If pMorph is used in conjunction with an optimisation
suite, Solutions’ weights are a natural choice for the optimization’s
parameters. In this case only the final step of the pMorph procedure in
figure 3.2 is recomputed. So, the deformations still separated by each
Solution are saved to a file, and pMorph can be started from there on,
bypassing most of the program.

Keep in mind that this file can get quite large, as its size equals
the geometry size times the number of solutions times two, as the
deformations need to be stored beside points’ locations. Therefore
writing this files takes some time, but still much less than solving the
system of equations.

3.3 NURBS

The Non-Uniform Rational Basis Splines (NURBS) 8 is a mathematical 8 Les Piegl and Wayne Tiller. The NURBS
Book. Springer, second edition, 1997model used for generating and representing curves and surfaces.

Because editing NURBS curves and surfaces is highly intuitive and
predictable, the model is commonly used in Computer Aided Design
(CAD) and computer graphics.

3.3.1 Construction of NURBS Curves and Surfaces

A NURBS curve is defined by its order, a set of weighted control
points, and a knot vector.
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The order of the curve defines the number of nearby control points
that influence any given points on the curve. The control points deter-
mine the shape of the curve, as each point of the curve is computed by
taking a weighted sum of a number of control points. Which control
points are active is defined by the knot vector, which divides the
parametric space in the intervals, usually referred to as knot spans.
Each time the parameter value enters a new knot span, a new control
point becomes active, while an old control point is discarded. The
number of knots is always equal to the number of control points plus
the curve degree plus one, where the curve degree equals the order
of the curve minus 1.

NURBS curves and surfaces are parametrized with one and two
variables respectively, usually called u and v.

For constructing a NURBS curve one uses B-spline basis functions
which are denoted as Ni,n(u), where i corresponds to the ith control
point and n to the degree of the basis function. The definition of these
basis functions is recursive in n and Ni,0(u) are piecewise constant
functions, which have value one on the corresponding knot span and
zero everywhere else. The basis function is then computed as

Ni,n(u) = fi,n(u)Ni,n−1(u) + gi+1,n(u)Ni+1,n−1(u), (3.32)

where

fi,n(u) =
u− ki

ki+n − ki
, (3.33)

gi,n(u) =
ki+n − u
ki+n − ki

, (3.34)

where ki is the ith knot. Effectively, Ni,n is a linear interpolation
of Ni,n−1 and Ni+1,n−1. Having defined the basis function, one can
construct the NURBS curve C(u) as

C(u) =
k

∑
i=1

Ri,n(u)Pi, (3.35)

Ri,n(u) =
Ni,n(u)wi

∑k
j=1 Nj,n(u)wj

, (3.36)

where k is the number of control points Pi and wi are the correspond-
ing weights.

Similarly, NURBS surface S(u, v) is constructed with

S(u, v) =
k

∑
i=1

l

∑
j=1

Ri,j(u, v)Pi,j, (3.37)

Ri,j(u, v) =
Ni,n(u)Nj,m(v)wi,j

∑k
p=1 ∑l

q=1 Np,n(u)Nq,m(v)wp,q
, (3.38)

where k is number of control points along parameter u and l is number
of control points along parameter v.
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control point x y w

P0 −1 0 1
P1 0 2 1
P2 1 0 1

Table 3.3: Control points defining the
NURBS curve.

3.3.2 Demonstration of NURBS Curve Construction

As a minimum working example, let’s derive a NURBS curve of order
2 with a knot vector

U = {k0 = 0, k1 = 0, k2 = 0, k3 = 1, k4 = 1, k5 = 1}, (3.39)

and three control points listed in table 3.3. The knot vector (3.39)
has 6 entries, meaning that it has 5 knot spans. Obviously the only
non-zero knot span will be the third one, with index 2, as the counting
starts at 0. Looking at values k2 = 0 and k3 = 1, one can see that this
knot span will cover the domain from 0 to 1 while others will be 0
everywhere

N0,0 = 0 −∞ < u < ∞,

N1,0 = 0 −∞ < u < ∞,

N2,0 =





1 0 ≤ u < 1,

0 otherwise,

N3,0 = 0 −∞ < u < ∞,

N4,0 = 0 −∞ < u < ∞.

(3.40)

All zero degree basis functions can be seen in figure 3.3. Using
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

N2,0

u

N
i,0

Figure 3.3: Zero degree basis functions
in dependence of parameter u. Basis
function N2,0 is the only non-zero one.

equations (3.32), (3.33), and (3.34) one can derive the next set of basis
functions

N0,1 =
u− k0

k1 − k0
N0,0 +

k2 − u
k2 − k1

N1,0 = 0 −∞ < u < ∞,

N1,1 =
u− k1

k2 − k1
N1,0 +

k3 − u
k3 − k2

N2,0 =





1− u 0 ≤ u < 1,

0 otherwise,

N2,1 =
u− k2

k3 − k2
N2,0 +

k4 − u
k4 − k3

N3,0 =





u 0 ≤ u < 1,

0 otherwise,

N3,1 =
u− k3

k4 − k3
N3,0 +

k5 − u
k5 − k4

N4,0 = 0 −∞ < u < ∞.

(3.41)

All first degree basis functions can be seen in figure 3.4. The process

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
N

1,1 N2,1

u

N
i,1

Figure 3.4: First degree basis functions
in dependence of parameter u.
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is repeated again to give the second degree basis functions

N0,2 =
u− k0

k2 − k0
N0,1 +

k3 − u
k3 − k1

N1,1 =




(1− u)2 0 ≤ u < 1,

0 otherwise,

N1,2 =
u− k1

k3 − k1
N1,1 +

k4 − u
k4 − k2

N2,1 =





2u(1− u) 0 ≤ u < 1,

0 otherwise,

N2,2 =
u− k2

k4 − k2
N2,1 +

k5 − u
k5 − k3

N3,1 =





u2 0 ≤ u < 1,

0 otherwise.

(3.42)

All second degree basis functions can be seen in figure 3.5. Using
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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0.8
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N
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N1,2

N 2,2

u

N
i,2

Figure 3.5: Second degree basis func-
tions in dependence of parameter u.
Now there are 3 non-zero functions.

the derived basis functions (3.42) and weights from table 3.3 one can
compute the factor Ri,n(u) from equation 3.36

R0,2 =
N0,2ω0

N0,2ω0 + N1,2ω1 + N2,2ω2

=
N0,2ω0

(1− u)2 + 2u(1− u) + u2

=
N0,2ω0

u2 − 2u + 1− 2u2 + 2u + u2

= N0,2ω0

= u2 − 2u + 1,

R1,2 = N1,2ω1 = 2u(1− u),

R2,2 = N2,2ω2 = u2.

(3.43)

At last the curve from equation 3.35 can be constructed

C(u) = R0,2P0 + R1,2P1 + R2,2P2

=
(

u2 − 2u + 1
) [−1

0

]
+ 2u(1− u)

[
0
2

]
+ u2

[
1
0

]

=

[
2u− 1

4u− 4u2

]
(3.44)

The solution is plotted in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Example of a NURBS curve
given by three control points (black
marks). Control points are connected
by the dashed grey line. Observe that
this line is in the first and last control
point tangential to the curve. This is
because it is clamped by having the first
three and the last three values in the
knot vector U set to be the same. It is
said that the multiplicity of the first and
last knot equals the degree of the curve.3.4 pMorph and NURBS

NURBS surfaces can be changed in many ways, either by manipulat-
ing control points, their weights or knot vectors. For the purpose of
this project, only moving the control points will be considered.

Therefore changing the NURBS surface itself is relatively easy and
mostly already implemented. NURBS data is imported9 from a file

9 Due to the lack of a good parser of
STEP or IGES file types for Python, a
decision was made to create my own
simple file structure. It will suffice for
showing how morphing of NURBS sur-
faces works, however for industrial use,
a good parser would be mandatory.

and NURBS control points are extracted.10 Then those control points 10 Keep in mind that there are two dif-
ferent sets of control points, the NURBS
control points and the pMorph control
points.

are treated as any other points in mesh geometry that would normally
be morphed. They are deformed using some scheme one comes up
with and inserted back into NURBS geometry which is then written
as a new file. Now one has a new surface in analytic form.
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Figure 3.7: Morphing procedure for
NURBS surfaces. The procedure starts
by importing the NURBS parameters
into pMorph. NURBS control points are
then morphed by some control geome-
try, creating a new surface, which can
then be exported. Both original and
new NURBS surface are evaluated to
obtain samples. The samples from ini-
tial surface are deducted from samples
from the new surface and both are writ-
ten to a CSV file. This concludes the
first session with pMorph. Then a mesh
is created from the initial surface and
imported into the second session with
pMorph. The mesh is then morphed with
the control points and their deforma-
tions imported from CSV file. The new
mesh is then exported.

However, the main point of pMorph is to morph a mesh that is too
expensive to create from an analytical representation of the model.
Therefore, the mesh that was created from the original NURBS surface
need to be morphed as closely as possible in the same manner as the
original surface.

To achieve that, both original and morphed NURBS surface are
sampled in both U and V parametric directions. Samples from the
original surface are then saved as control points for morphing the
mesh and difference from both sample sets is saved as deformations
of those control points. For evaluation of a NURBS surface, a good
third party library for Matlab™ 11 was found. The essential functions 11 https://www.mathworks.com/

matlabcentral/fileexchange/

26390-nurbs-toolbox-by-d-m-spink.
[Online; accessed 1-August-2017]

were rewritten to Python and added to pMorph.
Then pMorph is started again, but this time instead of importing

NURBS surface, the original mesh created from that surface and the
control points created from sampling both surfaces are imported. The
mesh is then morphed according to those control points.

The whole procedure is explained in figure 3.7.
An application to morphing a NURBS surface is given in section

4.3.
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4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Application to 1D, 2D, and 3D Cases of Morphing

Here are a few examples that the prototype tool produces. While in
chapter 3.1.2 a solution for a one dimensional problem is presented,
this time the spotlight is on two- and three-dimensional problems.

Let us start with a set of vertical lines, where each vertical line
is represented with 50 points, in two dimensional space, see figure
4.1. Each of the 21 lines is fixed at its end with a control point with
displacement 0. In the origin, there is an additional control point
which has a displacement 0.5 in the positive x direction. One can see
that all the lines are morphed into differentiable new lines, except for
the line, that originally goes through the origin and therefore through
the control point. That one develops a kink where the control point
stands.

Next is a circle represented by 100 points with radius r = 3, inside
which lies four control points, see figure 4.2. The rightmost control
point is displaced by 1 in the positive x direction, while the other
three stay fixed. Here one can clearly see, that the symmetry effect
discussed in section 3.1.3 plays a role to some extent, as the circle is
deformed on both sides.

As for the three-dimensional example, let’s see how a plane, fixed
on its edges, is morphed by a sphere of control points. The plane has
the bounds x ∈ [−1, 1], y ∈ [−1, 1] and z = 0 and is represented by
441 points. Then there are two sets of control points. The first set, 80

points, is coincident with the edge points of the plane and is fixed in
space. The second set, 382 points, forms a sphere with radius r = 0.25
and origin x0 = [0, 0, 0.5]. The control points that form a sphere are
moved downwards in the z direction by dz = −0.5, so the final origin
is x1 = [0, 0, 0]. In total there are 462 control points. The movement
of the sphere morphs the plane, as can be seen in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Original vertical lines (a),
fixed at the ends with black control
points. White control point is then
moved, morphing the lines (b). The fur-
ther lines are from the control point, the
lesser is its effect.
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Figure 4.2: The original circle (dashed
grey line) is morphed by a movement
of a control point (white circle), to form
a larger oval (black line). Note that the
circle expanded on both sides, not just
on the one where the control point was
moved.
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Figure 4.3: Morphing the points repre-
senting a plane with a sphere.
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4.2 Application to Morphing a Diffuser

While a proof of concept Matlab™ function serves well to show the
basic principles of morphing, pMorph was needed for a more complex
example.

Figure 4.4: Pipistrel Panthera Aircraft,
shown from the side.

The model in question is a right front diffuser on the Pipistrel
Panthera Aircraft, shown in figure 4.4. Its job is to channel the air
inside the engine room to cool down the engine. A perfect diffuser
would suck in as much air as possible, while disturbing the outside
air flow as little as possible, keeping down the drag of the aircraft.
An STL model of the diffuser is shown in figure 4.5. For this example,
only this STL model is morphed, as it is easier to show the effect of
morphing on STL the OpenFOAM™ mesh.

Figure 4.5: Original right diffuser on the
Panthera aircraft.

Imposing boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet of the dif-
fuser and just running the simulation inside it is out of the question.
Changing the shape of the diffuser has implications on the airflow
around the aircraft and inside the engine room, therefore those too
need to be simulated. Therefore, meshing the whole plane is a tedious
task and it takes a lot of time.

To find the optimum solution, many different shapes need to be
tried. Re-meshing the whole plane each time is time consuming, there-
fore using pMorph and changing the actual mesh would be beneficial
here.

In the whole mesh, only the diffuser needs to be changed. The
effect of morphing therefore needs to be restricted to the diffuser alone,
so the rest of the plane does not change with it. In this particular
case, only the top half of the diffuser is morphed. The domain was
therefore created from a watertight STL file, that just covers the top
half of the diffuser. It is shown in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: The domain used for morph-
ing the diffuser.

To prevent the tessellation of the diffuser, some fixed control points
need to be put in place. It is especially important that the points which
are on the border of the domain, move as little as possible. If they
would be pushed outside the domain, they would move past other
points that are not effected and the finite volumes would become
inverted, making the mesh useless. The bottom side of the domain is
therefore filled with fixed points as well as the edge of the diffuser.
This keeps the diffuser in place. If the mesh would be morphed
instead of the STL file, the whole inlet and outlet patches of the
diffuser would need to be filled with fixed points, as the mesh is
volumetric. The fixed points are shown in figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Points defined as fixed dur-
ing the morphing of diffuser.

To show a few examples of morphing, the diffuser was morphed
with a plane, a rectangle, a sphere and a cylinder. The initial configu-
rations and the effect of morphing when sliding the control geometry
downwards are shown in figure 4.8. Looking at the figure one can see
that different control geometries have different effect on the diffuser.
Choosing a geometry and its positioning is therefore a crucial step of
morphing. In this particular example, the plane and rectangle create
a sharp edge on the diffuser, which does not look promising. The
sphere has stronger effect at the center, which is not desirable as well.
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Figure 4.8: Morphing diffuser with dif-
ferent sets of control points. In the top
row the original diffuser with the con-
trol geometry is shown. In the morphing
phase, the control geometry is pushed
downwards and the effect it has on the
diffuser is in the bottom row.

Indeed, the cylinder looks like the best candidate for the optimisation
of the diffuser.

4.3 Application to Morphing a NURBS Surface

To demonstrate the way NURBS surfaces are morphed, a simple
surface first needs to be constructed. To do so, four control points
lying in the yz plane were created. They are listed together with their
weights in table 4.1. Adding a knot vector

U = {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1} (4.1)

defines a spline plotted in figure 4.9. To create a surface, con-
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Figure 4.9: A NURBS curve constructed
from four control points.

trol points from table 4.1 are applied four times at different x =

−4,−1.5, 1.5, 4, making in total 16 control points. This being a sur-
face, it also needs two knot vectors, one for the u and one for the v
parametric direction. In both directions the knot vector U is used.
The resulting surface with control points is presented in figure 4.10a.

Having created the surface, the next step is morphing NURBS
control points. A cube of 26 control points with zero deformation is
defined with bounds [−6, 6] in all three directions. Control points are
in all vertices of the cube (8 points), in the middle of all edges (12

points) and in the center of all faces (6 points). An additional control

control point y z w

P0 −4 −4 1
P1 −2 4 1
P2 2 −4 1
P3 4 4 1

Table 4.1: Control points defining
NURBS surface.
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Figure 4.10: a Initial surface defined by NURBS. b Surface defined by morphed NURBS. c Samples from the original surface.

d Samples from the morphed surface. e STL surface meshed from original NURBS surface. f STL surface morphed with sample
points.

Figure 4.10: I
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point is created at xc = (0, 0, 3) and displaced by ∆xc = (0, 0, 10).
The fact that this control point goes out of the cage directly through
the fixed control point, the one in the middle of the top face, is not
a problem. From morphed NURBS control points a new surface is
created, shown in figure 4.10b.

Now both analytical surfaces are sampled with 10 × 10 = 100
equally spaced points, 10 in u and 10 in v direction. Samples are
shown in figures 4.10c and 4.10d. Those are subtracted from one
another, gaining control points with original position and their dis-
placements, see figure 4.11. Finally, the original NURBS surface is −5

0
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5

x y

z

Figure 4.11: Control points created from
samples and their displacements.

meshed into an STL surface and STL is morphed into a new shape
using control points created from samples in the previous step.

To evaluate how successful this procedure was, the distances be-
tween the morphed NURBS surface and morphed STL surface was
measured. The results are in figure 4.12. The maximum absolute
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Figure 4.12: Relative errors accumu-
lated during NURBS morphing proce-
dure. Distances from the final NURBS
and STL surfaces were divided by
the amount the surface was morphed.
Note that the error axis spans between[
−3× 10−2, 3× 10−2].

distance was dmax = 0.043, while the average absolute distance was
davg = 0.011 with standard deviation dstd = 0.010. While those dis-
tances are noticeable, keep in mind that only 100 control points were
used for morphing STL surface. Furthermore, the STL surface was
quite coarse with only 216 vertices. Improving on those two parame-
ters would present a better fit. For example, when using 2500 control
points from samples and an STL with 10206 vertices, the maximum
absolute distance was dmax = 0.0076 and mean absolute distance was
davg = 0.0033.
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4.4 Optimisation of the Flow in a Channel

To view the optimisation loop in practice, let’s consider an air flow
through a channel. The channel will then be deformed by pMorph,
which will change the pressure at the inlet. The goal of Dakota™ will
be to find the deformation that minimises the pressure at the inlet.

OpenFOAM™ set up

Before one can start the optimisation, a base case needs to be set up.
The first thing to do is to create the mesh. The blockMesh utility was
used to create a mesh of size 2× 0.01× 0.01 m with 6000× 1× 30
cells. The reason for using only one cell in the y direction is that
this way a two dimensional simulation is created that is going to be
symmetric in the y direction. The created cuboid has six sides that
form four patches, inlet, outlet, wall and frontBack, see figure 4.13. The

inlet outlet
wall

wall

air flow

Figure 4.13: Boundary patches for chan-
nel flow. This is a projection in xz plane,
so the f rontBack patch, which has nor-
mal in y direction, can’t be seen.

problem is defined by boundary conditions listed in table 4.2.
To keep the example as simple as possible, the flow through the

channel is laminar. This is achieved by setting kinematic viscosity of
air to ν = 2× 10−5 m2 s−1, inlet speed Ux = 0.01 m s−1 and height of
the channel to 2δ = 0.01 m. This then gives us Reynolds number

Re =
vδ

ν
= 2.5, (4.2)

which is well inside laminar region. Therefore the turbulence model
was also set to laminar.

The solver of choice was simpleFoam, a steady-state incompress-
ible solver which incorporates the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure
Linked Equations (SIMPLE)1 algorithm for solving the steady-state 1 L. S. Caretto, A. D. Gosman, S. V.

Patankar, and D. B. Spalding. Two cal-
culation procedures for steady, three-
dimensional flows with recirculation. In
Proceedings of the third international confer-
ence on numerical methods in fluid mechan-
ics, pages 60–68. Springer, 1973

Navier-Stokes equations. SIMPLE is an iterative solver. In each itera-
tion it starts by computing the gradients of the velocity and pressure.
The discretized momentum equation is then solved, which gives in-
termediate velocity field. Mass fluxes are then computed, followed by
solving the pressure correction equation. The pressure field is then
updated. Lastly the mass fluxes and velocities are corrected. The
solver then starts another iteration. Since this solver only handles
incompressible fluid, it is redundant to set the density of air ρ. The
simulation was set to run for 1000 steps.

This solver uses different discretisation schemes for different terms.
As this is a steady-state solver, the time derivative was set to zero. For
gradient schemes, a variant of standard finite volume discretisation
with Gaussian integration2 with linear interpolation scheme was used.

2 Milton Abramowitz, Irene A Stegun,
et al. Handbook of mathematical func-
tions. Applied mathematics series, 55(62),
1966

patch pressure BC velocity BC

inlet zeroGradient fixedValue (0.01 0 0)
outlet fixedValue (0) zeroGradient

wall zeroGradient noSlip

frontBack empty empty

Table 4.2: Boundary conditions for chan-
nel flow problem. zeroGradient means
the homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition, fixedValue means Dirichlet
boundary condition, noSlip is a homo-
geneous Dirichlet boundary condition
for velocity and empty boundary condi-
tion is used in case of two dimensional
simulation for patches that should re-
flect symmetry.
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Figure 4.14: Residuals, a measure of
change from one iteration to the next,
for pressure p and velocities Ux and Uz.

For some divergence schemes the same discretisation was used, while
for others the upwind3 scheme was selected. 3 Timothy J Barth and Dennis C Jes-

persen. The design and application
of upwind schemes on unstructured
meshes. 1989

The algorithm also uses different solvers for systems of linear equa-
tions. Equations for pressure are solved using Generalised Geometric-
Algebraic Multi-Grid (GAMG)4 solver, while for velocity equations, a 4 Tim Behrens. Openfoam’s basic solvers

for linear systems of equations. Chalmers,
Department of Applied Mechanics, 18(02),
2009

Gauss-Seidel solver was used.
The most popular way to check if the steady state simulation has

converged is to look at the initial residuals of the variable fields.
The residual r is a normalised measure of the error vector r in the

solution of the system of equations

r = Ax̃− b, (4.3)

where A is a matrix with coefficients of linear equations, vector b is
the right hand side of the equations, and x̃ is the current solution.
The initial residual is evaluated before the first iteration of the solver
in the current step, therefore measuring the difference between this
and the previous step.

In figure 4.14, one can see that the initial residuals dropped down
by five orders of magnitude and below, which usually points towards
satisfactory convergence. However, looking at residuals is not enough
to be sure that the simulation converged, as the values might still
slowly drift. To be sure one must look at the field itself. Therefore the
convergence of total pressure

pt = ps +
1
2

ρ|U|2 (4.4)

was monitored over the inlet, where ps is static pressure. As can
be seen in figure 4.15, the pressure converged rather quickly, even
quicker than the residuals would let us believe.
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Figure 4.15: Convergence of integration
of the total pressure pt. Keep in mind
that the iterations axis is logarithmic.

The end results for pressure and velocity over the x coordinate and
at y = z = 0 m are in figure 4.16. The total pressure at the inlet was
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Figure 4.16: The distribution of pressure
and velocity over x axis. It can be seen
that the pressure falls linearly over the
distance of the channel, while the ve-
locity rises slightly from the initial con-
dition, because the profile transforms
from uniform to parabolic, and stays the
same throughout the channel.pt = 0.0481 Pa.
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Figure 4.17: Morphing of the channel
flow. Here the weight was w = 0.75.

pMorph set up

To vary the geometry of the channel, it was decided to actuate on
it with four cylinders, see figure 4.17. The first two cylinders press
together, squeezing the channel while the second two go in the oppo-
site directions, stretching the channel. The amount of movement of
two pairs of cylinders is determined by the weight w. Therefore, if w
is negative, the first pair stretches the cylinder and the second pair
squeezes it. Detailed data about cylinders is presented in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: The x and z coordinates of
all four cylinders used for morphing the
channel. All four cylinders have length
0.01 m, from z = −0.005 to z = 0.005.
The cylinders are approximated with a
set of points, and the average distance
between two points is 0.005 m. At w = 1,
all cylinders were moved in their respec-
tive directions by 0.01 m.

cylinder x[m] z[m]

I 1.45 0.015
II 1.45 −0.015
III 1.55 0.015
IV 1.55 −0.015

To reduce the number of points that needed to be morphed, a
domain was set up. It was a box with diagonal vertices at
(1.4,−0.01,−0.03)m and (1.6, 0.01, 0.03)m. The domain box was cov-
ered with fixed control points with average distance between them
0.005 m.

The whole pMorph dictionary is in the appendix C.2.
The effect morphing has on the pressure can be seen in figure 4.18.

There the pressure in the middle of the channel along the x axis is
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Figure 4.18: Pressure inside the second
half of the channel for three different
weights w of morphing.
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plotted for three different weights for morphing, w = −1, 0, 1. For
the unchanged part of the channel, the pressure falls linearly, the
gradient being determined by the width of the channel. In the part
where the channel was stretched out (at 1.45 m for w = −1 and 1.55 m
for w = 1), the gradient becomes less steep for a moment. The big
change happens where the channel is squeezed (at 1.45 m for w = 1
and 1.55 m for w = −1). Here the gradient rises and the pressure
drops, which makes the pressure at the inlet rise, as the pressure is
fixed only on the outlet to p(x = 2 m) = 0 Pa.

From the figure 4.18 it looks like it doesn’t really matter which part
comes first, squeezing or stretching. Looking closer to the data, the
total pressure at the inlet was in both cases pt = 0.0973 Pa and the
relative difference between pt at w = −1 and w = 1 was 5× 10−7.

It is also clear, that the best design, giving the minimum total
pressure at the inlet, should be at w = 0 or at least really close to that,
as the problem is not totally symmetric.

The information about the movement of each mesh point was saved,
so pMorph could be run from the latest stage during the optimisation
process.

While morphing it is important to keep an eye on the mesh quality.
The dependence of skewness and non-orthogonality on morphing of
the channel is plotted in figure 4.19. The mesh quality stays well in
between bounds of what is deemed satisfactory.
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Figure 4.19: Quality of the channel
mesh in dependence of morphing. The
black line represents skewness and grey
lines represent mesh non-orthogonality,
where the dashed line is average and
full line is maximum. For the explana-
tion of mesh quality metrics see section
4.7.

Dakota™ set up

The optimiser Dakota™ has two objectives. The first is to run a
parameter study by sampling the parameter space and the second is
to do the gradient based optimisation.

For the parameter study 120 samples are taken on the interval
w = [−1, 1], where samples are chosen based on the Latin hypercube
sampling (LHS)5 method. There is only one objective function to 5 Michael D. McKay. Latin hypercube

sampling as a tool in uncertainty analy-
sis of computer models. In Proceedings
of the 24th conference on Winter simulation,
pages 557–564. ACM, 1992

minimise and it is the total pressure at the inlet pt(x = 0). The
Dakota™ set up file for sampling can be seen in appendix E.1.

Next, the analysis driver is set up. This is a simple script that
runs the simulation in each Dakota™’s iteration. It modifies pMorph

dictionary to include the current weight value. The mesh is then mor-
phed with pMorph from the last stage. Three calls to the OpenFOAM™
function follow, first is topoSet, which creates a so called faceSet at
the inlet, which is needed for evaluating pressure. checkMesh is an-
other utility, it reports the quality of the mesh. Finally, the simpleFoam

solver is started. While it runs, in every step of the iteration it saves
the pressure at the inlet to a file. After 1000 iterations it finishes, and
the last number in the file, saved to results.out file, is consequen-
tially read by Dakota™. The analysis driver used here can be seen in
appendix E.5.

The results of sampling are in figure 4.20. They confirm the thesis
that the minimum of the objective function is at zero.

For the gradient optimisation, a quasi Newton method was chosen,
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Figure 4.20: Total pressure at the inlet in
dependence of morphing weight w.

which computes the gradients with finite difference method and ap-
proximates the Hessians with the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS)6 method. In order to run it, only the Dakota™ input file 6 Mordecai Avriel. Nonlinear program-

ming: analysis and methods. Courier Cor-
poration, 2003

needed to be modified. The method was switched to gradient quasi
Newton with convergence tolerance 1× 10−6 with maximum 10 it-
erations and 20 function evaluations. The initial point for weight
was w0 = 1. Finally, gradients should be obtained via forward finite
differences with step size 1× 10−2.

The quasi Newton optimisation converged after two iterations and
four function evaluations to value w = 2.98× 10−8, where its conver-
gence tolerance was satisfied. The input file for gradient optimisation
with Dakota™ can be seen in appendix E.2.

4.5 Optimisation of the Diffuser

To show a more practical example of optimisation loop, let’s return
to the front right diffuser of the Pipistrel Panthera Aircraft, that was
morphed in section 4.2. The objective is to maximise mass flow
through the diffuser, resulting in a better cooling of the engine.

The aircraft and especially the engine room are not exactly sym-
metric, so using the mirrored deformation on the left diffuser would
not be optimal. That diffuser needs to be optimised separately.

OpenFOAM™ set up

For setting up the mesh, blockMesh and snappyHexMesh utilities were
used. To make sure that boundary conditions on the box created with
the blockMesh utility did not interfere with the simulation, the created
box was much bigger than the plane inside it. The resulting mesh
had 3 983 763 points, 3 504 152 cells, and 10 947 673 faces, of which
10 601 691 were internal. External faces are the ones that lie on the
border of the domain. The domain has two borders, one is the outside
of the box created with blockMesh utility (2016 faces) and the other is
the fuselage of the plane together with all the internal parts (343 966
faces). The faces lying on the fuselage can be seen in figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21: Mesh faces lying on the
fuselage of the plane. As the wings and
tail of the aircraft do not influence the
flow through the diffusers, they are omit-
ted to simplify the simulation. What is
left is a squid like shape.

The solver used was porousSimpleFoam which is the same solver
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type inlet outlet fuselage

p zeroGradient fixedValue (0) zeroGradient

U fixedValue (100 0 0) zeroGradient noSlip

k fixedValue (13.3× 10−3) zeroGradient kqRWallFunction value uniform (0)
ω fixedValue (751) zeroGradient omegaWallFunction value uniform (0)
νt fixedValue (0) fixedValue (0) nutkWallFunction value uniform (0)

Table 4.4: Boundary conditions for
the diffuser simulation. zeroGradient

means the homogeneous Neumann
boundary condition, fixedValue means
Dirichlet boundary condition, and
noSlip is a homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition for velocity. k, ω
and turbulent viscosity νt all use their
respective wall functions as boundary
conditions on fuselage.

as in section 4.4 but with added ability to model porous material.
This was used for the engine cooler, which is much easier to simulate
as a porous material instead of as a complicated geometry. The
discretisation schemes and solvers for systems of linear equations
remained the same as in section 4.4.

This time the flow is not laminar but turbulent. It is much more
efficient to model the turbulence instead of computing it directly,
therefore the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) model k−ω

SST7 was selected. RANS models work by time-averaging equations
7 Florian Menter. Improved two-
equation k-omega turbulence models for
aerodynamic flows. 93, 11 1992

of motion for fluid flow. Quantities are separated into time-averaged
and fluctuating quantities. Fluctuating quantities are then computed
using additional equations. In the case of k−ω SST model, there are
two additional equations, describing turbulent energy k and the scale
of the turbulence ω.

The problem is defined by using three boundary patches, the
fuselage, the inlet, and the outlet. The inlet is the side of the box in
front of the fuselage and the outlet are all other sides of the box. The
boundary conditions on these patches are in table 4.4.

As the objective function is mass flow through the engine room,
two patches were created in front of both left and right diffuser.
OpenFOAM™ was then set up to measure volume flow through these
two patches. As an incompressible solver is used, the mass flow
simply equals volume flow times density of the free stream airflow.

The simulation was run for 2000 steps. The convergence of vol-
ume flow φV is shown in figure 4.22. Even when the simulation
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Figure 4.22: Convergence of volume
flow φV through diffuser over 2000 it-
erations.

converges, there are still some minor fluctuations between iterations.
To avoid counting them, the volume flow in the last 500 iterations
was averaged. The volume flow through the initial diffuser was then
φinit

V = 1.0327 m3 s−1.
Pressure distribution of the original flow can be seen in figure 4.25c

while velocity magnitude distribution can be seen in figure 4.25e.

pMorph set up

For morphing the diffuser, very similar set up was used as in section
4.2. The upper part of the diffuser was inside the domain, just as
before. The domain had two functions, first it restricted the movement
to the volume of diffuser and consequently reduced the number
of points to be morphed from almost 4× 106 to less than 1× 105.
Similarly as before, the bottom side of the domain acted as fixed
control geometry. The inlet and outlet patches of the diffuser both
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Figure 4.23: Morphing diffuser for opti-
misation with two cylinders. a Original
diffuser with both cylinders. Top cylin-
der is control with weight w1 and bot-
tom cylinder is controled with weight
w2. b Diffuser optimised for mass flow.
c Diffuser morphed with weights w1 =
0, w2 = −1. d Diffuser morphed with
weights w1 = 0, w2 = 1. e Diffuser mor-
phed with weights w1 = −1, w2 = 0.
f Diffuser morphed with weights w1 =
1, w2 = 0.

serve as fixed control surfaces. As the cylinder was considered best
in section 4.2 for this type of morphing, it was used here as well,
only this time two cylinders were used. That means that the shape
of the diffuser was determined by two variables and therefore the
optimisation had two input parameters.

The original diffuser with both cylinders can be seen in figure 4.23a.
Figures 4.23c-f show changes to the diffuser made by applying the
absolute value of the weight |wi| = 1, wj = 0. Figure 4.23b shows the
diffuser that was found during optimisation process to give the best
results.

Changes in mesh can be seen by comparing original mesh in figure
4.25a and morphed mesh in figure 4.25b.

The whole pMorph dictionary is in the appendix C.3.
Again, the information about the movement of each mesh point

was saved, so pMorph could be run from the latest stage during
optimisation process.

Dakota™ set up

Similarly to the channel flow optimisation, Dakota™ was first used for
sampling the parameter space. Like before the LHS sampling method
was used and cylinders’ weights were inside intervals w1 ∈ [−2, 1]
and w2 ∈ [−1, 1]. Dakota™ took 23 samples, where the input variables
were two weights and the objective function was the volume flow
averaged over the last 500 steps of the simulation.
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Figure 4.24: Surrogate model describ-
ing the volume flow through the cylin-
der. White points are the samples from
which the surrogate model was con-
structed, while the black triangle marks
the optimum point.

Once the samples were obtained, they were used to create a sur-
rogate model8. The surrogate model creates a hyper-surface in the 8 Brian M. Adams et al. Dakota, A Mul-

tilevel Parallel Object-Oriented Framework
for Design Optimization, Parameter Estima-
tion, Uncertainty Quantification, and Sen-
sitivity Analysis: Version 6.6 User’s Man-
ual. Sandia National Laboratories, Albu-
querque, New Mexico, May 2017

parameter space, which interpolates the samples. This model is prac-
tically instantaneous to evaluate, so the idea is to run optimisation
algorithm on this model instead of a real simulation.

A gradient based BFGS optimisation algorithm was run with 10 ran-
dom starting points. The best was the algorithm which started at w1 =

−1.251, w2 = −0.055. It converged at w1 = −0.8317, w2 = −0.5369
where the surrogate model had a value of φsurr

V = 1.0389 m3 s−1. The
simulation was rerun at this design point and the resulting volumetric
flow was φCFD

V = 1.0387 m3 s−1. The surrogate model was quite close,
although it was a bit optimistic. Samples taken with Dakota™, the
corresponding surrogate model and the optimum point of this model
can be seen in figure 4.24.

The input file for sampling with Dakota™ can be seen in appendix
E.3, while the input file for the construction of the surrogate model
and gradient optimisation can be seen in appendix E.4.

The improvements were modest. The initial diffuser had volume
flow φinit

V = 1.0327 m3 s−1, while the optimised diffuser had volume
flow φCFD

V = 1.0387 m3 s−1, which is an increase of 0.58 %. But keep
in mind, that the flow was measured through both diffusers, while
only one of them was optimised, therefore the changes of one diffuser
are less pronounced.

The flow through the optimised diffuser can be seen in figures
4.25d and 4.25f. The optimal diffuser is strongly morphed upwards,
which creates a separation at the inlet. In an aerospace industry this is
usually a bad sign, but in this case, the separation creates an upwards
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Figure 4.25: Cut section on xz plane through the middle of the right diffuser. a Mesh of the initial diffuser. b Mesh of the optimised
diffuser. c Pressure distribution for initial diffuser. d Pressure distribution for optimised diffuser. e Velocity magnitude for initial
diffuser. f Velocity magnitude for optimised diffuser.

Figure 4.25: I
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force on the flow, helping squeeze more air through the outlet.
This is the optimum because the objective function is the volume

flow. Would the objective function be the drag coefficient of the
plane, morphing would probably go in another direction. Indeed the
drag on the entire model increases, as the drag of the initial model is
498.8 N and the drag of the best model is 499.6 N, which is an increase
of 0.8 N. This force penalty seems a bit low. One way to interpret it
would be, that the separation at the inlet of the diffuser helps reduce
the separation at the entrance of the engine space.

4.6 Performance

All performance measurements were done on MacBook Pro with 8 GB
of RAM and dual core Intel i5/5257U CPU that runs at 2.7 GHz and
has Turbo Boost up to 3.1 GHz. This CPU has hyperthreading enabled.
The operating system was macOS Sierra 10.12.5. Measurements were
run over virtual machine which had 4 GB dedicated RAM and run
Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS. Every measurement was performed three times
and the shortest time was taken into account.

Talking about performance evaluation, let us start with how does it
compare to meshing itself. After all, the whole meaning of morphing
the mesh is having performance improvements over re-meshing.

First a mesh lattice with 30 × 15 × 15 = 6750 points was cre-
ated using the blockMesh utility. The mesh was then created using
snappyHexMesh mesher. This mesher takes the basic lattice mesh and
converts it into the desired mesh, in this case a simplified model of
Pipistrel Panthera aircraft. One of the stages include mesh refinement,
and the time needed for mesh creation with different refinement
levels was measured. Meshing was done using only one CPU core.
Results can be seen in figure 4.26. It must be noted, that meshing time
depends on many parameters, but this measurement should give a
good estimation, as the model is reasonably complex. In fact, this
model is actually used for engine cooling optimisation, but with even
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Figure 4.26: Execution time in depen-
dence of number of points in mesh.
Time was measured for mesher snappy-
HexMesh (SHM) and morpher pMorph,
where morpher was run once from be-
ginning and once only for the final
stage. White dots represent measure-
ments, while black lines are linear fits.
All three have time complexity O(N),
where N is the number of points in
mesh. Slope coefficients are 1.7× 10−3

for SHM, 3.2× 10−4 for full morphing
and 3.2× 10−5 for final morphing.
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finer refinement which resulted in a mesh with over 4× 106 points.
Each mesh was then morphed with pMorph using 6150 control

points. Like meshing, morphing also had only one process at its
disposal.

As one can see, morphing was almost an order of magnitude faster,
but a few comments need to be made to understand these results.
First of all, snappyHexMesh utility can run in parallel. Although the
parallelisation is not perfect, it would bring down meshing times
considerably. On a cluster featuring two 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2650V3

processors with 60 GB of RAM running on Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS mesh-
ing took 330 s plus another 68 s for reconstruction of the mesh. On
the other side, the execution of equation (3.12) is the dominant time
consumer when morphing. Usually one wants to morph only part of
the mesh, only diffusers for example, which can be isolated with a
domain. This can bring down the number of points to morph from
several millions to below one hundred thousand, which speeds up
morphing considerably. Lastly, if one only changes the weights with
which the morphing is multiplied, as is usually done, one does not
need to recompute the system of linear equations again. One only
needs to read deformations and multiply them with weights before
applying. This brings down the computational time even further.
Here recomputing the point displacements takes almost no time, as
the program spends all the time reading and writing the mesh.

Now lets dwell deeper into pMorph. Besides reading and writing
from disc, it has three time consuming tasks. They are assembling
the system of linear equations, solving the said system, and morph-
ing points with results from the system. Assembly and solving are
dependent only on the number of control points M, while morphing
is dependent on number of control points M and number of points
to morph N. The computational complexities are then O

(
M2) for

the assembly, O
(

M3) for the solver and O(M× N) for the morphing
phase. As RBF with global support are being used, the resulting
system of equations is dense. RBF with local support would create a
sparse system that can be efficiently solved using the iterative solvers.
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Figure 4.27: Morpher execution time in
dependence of number of control points.
Dashed bright grey lines represent poly-
nomial fits, where linear polynomial
was used for morphing, quadratic for as-
sembly, and cubic for solving the system.
The measurements fit the polynomials
quite accurately, except for the system
assembly, which sky-rockets at around
6400 control points. The problem is, that
the implementation of the system as-
sembly requires a lot of memory and at
this point the operating system started
using memory optimisation techniques
like compression and swapping, signifi-
cantly slowing the execution.
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For example, the Conjugate Gradient9 solver, which has a complexity

9 Jonathan Richard Shewchuk et al.
An introduction to the conjugate gradi-
ent method without the agonizing pain.
Carnegie-Mellon University. Depart-
ment of Computer Science, 1994

of O
(

M
√

κ
)
, where κ is the matrix condition number.

To measure execution time in dependence of number of control
points, a mesh with 18358 points was created and morphed with
various number of control points. Results are in figure 4.27.

As assembly and solving the system are nearly instantaneous for a
small number of control points, the dependence starts linearly with
the number of control points. With higher number of control points,
assembly and solving takes more time and the dependence becomes
cubic. At that point using the RBF with local support would become
necessary as solving a sparse system of equations is much faster.

Assembly of the system of linear equations is also very memory
consuming. Peak memory consumption was profiled in dependence
of number of control points M. Results are in figure 4.28. On a
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Figure 4.28: Peak memory consumption
while running pMorph. Although pMorph

has orders to release obsolete objects,
Python does not execute the order imme-
diately if memory pressure is low. This
leads to noisy results.

home computer, using a large number of control points might become
an issue. But optimising design with CFD simulations on a home
computer is probably not the brightest idea in most cases anyway.

4.7 Mesh Quality

It is hard to predict the effect the morphing will have on mesh quality,
as this is specific to each case. It depends on both the morphing
itself as well as the geometry and mesh quality before morphing.
Furthermore, one can usually see if the mesh is good enough only
after the whole CFD simulation is run. A mesh could work perfectly
fine for a laminar flow, but set the flow properties to turbulent and
choose a complicated turbulence model, and the simulation could
easily diverge. However, to give some idea how the mesh quality is
effected, elementary examples are presented here.

First of all one must decide how to measure mesh quality. For
that purpose, OpenFOAM™ utility checkMesh is used, which measures
mesh characteristics in several different ways. The two most useful
measures are usually mesh non-orthogonality and skewness.

Mesh non-orthogonality is defined as the angle between the line
connecting two cell centres and the normal of their common face. In
figure 4.29 it is denoted with θno. This angle should strive towards 0
for good mesh. OpenFOAM™ considers mesh non-orthogonality over
70° to be severely damaging to the mesh.

n̂
σfθno

Figure 4.29: Description of mesh non-
orthogonality and skewness.

Skewness is defined as the distance between the intersection of
the line connecting two cell centres with their common face and the
centre of that face. It is normalised with the distance between the face
center and the furthest vertex of that face. In figure 4.29 it is denoted
with σf. Again, smaller is better for this measure. OpenFOAM™ starts
complaining when skewness is greater than 4.

For the basic examples, a cubic mesh with an edge of 1 m and 10
cells in each direction was created.

Starting with a stretch, two planes of control points were created
with pMorph. The first one is horizontal and cuts the mesh in half,
while the second one is coplanar with the top side of the cubic mesh.
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a b c d

Figure 4.30: Examples used for evalu-
ating mesh quality during morphing.
Thick black lines are control geometries
that are moved, while thick grey lines
are geometries that stay fixed in space.

The first one is fixed and the second one moves in a vertical direction,
creating a stretch. The domain was established, so that only mesh
nodes in between the planes were affected. The sketch is in figure
4.30a. The proposed quality measures (mesh non-orthogonality and
skewness) do not capture any degradation in mesh quality for this
stretching, as no angles between cells change.

Next was sliding the mesh in one direction. The set up remained
the same as before, only the top control plane now moves in horizontal
rather than vertical direction. It’s movement was controlled with
weight w and it moved for 1 m when w = 1. The sketch is in figure
4.30b. The dependence of skewness and mesh non-orthogonality
on weight w is plotted in figure 4.31. The skewness has a linear
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Figure 4.31: The dependence of skew-
ness and mesh non-orthogonality on
weight w when the top plane is moved
sideways. The black line represents
skewness and grey lines represent mesh
non-orthogonality, where the dashed
line is average and full line is maximum.

dependence, while mesh non-orthogonality has a more complicated
dependence, where the maximum slowly converges towards 90°.

To create a more complex meshing problem, a spherical set of
control points was applied on initial cubic mesh. A sphere with radius
0.5 m and origin 1.25 m above the center of the mesh moved for 1 m
upwards when w = 1. This time the domain included the whole mesh
and it served as fixed control points. The sketch is in figure 4.30c. The
dependence of skewness and mesh non-orthogonality on weight w
is plotted in figure 4.32. Again, skewness shows linear dependence
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Figure 4.32: Quality of the mesh in de-
pendence of morphing with a sphere
outside the mesh. The black line rep-
resents skewness and grey lines repre-
sent mesh non-orthogonality, where the
dashed line is average and full line is
maximum.on weight w, while non-orthogonality converges towards 90°. The

story is different on the negative axis. Here the sphere is pushing
inside the cube. The dependences start in the same manner, but at
around w ≈ −1.1 one of the cells becomes inverted and the mesh
non-orthogonality jumps to 180°. Soon the skewness starts showing
problematic behaviour as well.

Lastly another sphere was used for morphing. It had a radius
of 0.1 m and its origin was at the center of the cubic mesh. It was
moved in vertical direction so that a movement of 1 m corresponded
to weight w = 1. The domain was set around the cubic mesh and its
points were used as fixed control points. The sketch is in figure 4.30d.
Dependence of mesh quality on weight w is shown in figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: Quality of the mesh in de-
pendence of morphing with a sphere
inside the mesh. The black line rep-
resents skewness and grey lines repre-
sent mesh non-orthogonality, where the
dashed line is average and full line is
maximum.

The dependence starts similarly to previous cases and at around
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w ≈ 0.37 the maximum mesh non-orthogonality jumps to 180°, when
at least one cell becomes inverted. The mesh is therefore destroyed.
The skewness catapults itself shortly after.

Keep in mind that all of those examples started with a perfect
mesh. That is usually not the case in real life and when the initial
mesh is already bad enough, even small amounts of morphing can
have devastating effect on mesh quality. As the mesh quality depends
on so many parameters, trial and error is the best way to make sure
morphing did not ruin the mesh.
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5 Conclusions

Fast evaluation of computerised models is essential in today’s research
and engineering. Speed is crucial, as it enables to test more product
designs, which in turn gives better final results. There are many ways
to speed up the simulations. Mesh morphing is one of them.

The radial basis functions were successfully implemented into a
versatile morphing tool, which is capable of morphing large meshes
relatively quickly. Its speed was profiled and it was shown that there
are significant speed benefits to re-meshing. Furthermore it was
confirmed, that the solving of the system of linear equations is the
most computationally expensive part, while the assembly of the said
system was the most memory consuming. However, morphing can
successfully be used in a way, that requires assembly and solving the
system only on the initial mesh, boosting the speed of morphing even
further. In that case, reading and writing of mesh files becomes the
most demanding part.

Quality of morphing was also examined for some basic examples
and it was discovered that the mesh can withstand relatively stark
changes. Mesh quality is almost not effected, when the mesh is
stretched. Skewing on the other hand is more damaging, but if the
initial mesh is of good quality, it can take rather large amounts of it.
The biggest problem present mesh points close to the border of the
domain. If they are morphed outside the domain, mesh cells can get
inverted and the mesh is effectively destroyed.

NURBS are a popular choice for construction of the continuous
models, while meshes are presented as discrete points, usually cre-
ated from such continuous models. It is beneficial to have the original
model morphed into a new shape as well. A way to achieve parity
between the mesh and original was proposed and successfully im-
plemented as a prototype. The implementation is working, but for
serious use it would require a good parser for popular NURBS file
types.

The morpher was used in conjunction with a fluid flow solver and
an optimisation suite. All three programs are controlled using text
files, so the communication between programs runs over text files as
well. The trio of programs was validated on an industrial example
of finding the optimal shape of a diffuser to maximise volume flow
through it.

The toolbox created from those three programs proofs usefulness
of morphing for large scale industrial problems.
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5.1 Future Work

The morphing algorithm will be expanded in the future with more
radial basis functions, especially the ones with local support. The re-
sulting sparse system of equations will then be solved faster, enabling
models with even more control points.

Current implementation of the assembly is memory hungry, so
it should be rewritten. That would enable the use of larger sets of
control points on systems that do not have excessive quantities of
RAM available.

One last part in need of speed up is reading and writing mesh
files. This becomes an issue especially when only the last part of the
program is executed, as it takes most of the time.

Another area where the morpher could be expanded is in using
it on a decomposed mesh. Currently mesh is always decomposed
for parallel execution after morphing, which means that the mesh
is decomposed in each design iteration. This is unnecessary work,
because if the morpher worked on an already decomposed mesh, it
would only need to be decomposed once.

Finally, the morpher could be expanded to work with other flow
solvers as well. The open source solver SU2

1 is especially attractive, 1 Thomas D. Economon, Francisco Pala-
cios, Sean R. Copeland, Trent W.
Lukaczyk, and Juan J. Alonso. Su2: an
open-source suite for multiphysics sim-
ulation and design. AIAA Journal, 2015

as it features an adjoint solver. This enables fast gradient calcula-
tion, enabling one to use numerous design parameters at once at
no additional cost. Using it in conjunction with the morpher would
require the development of a mapper between adjoint sensitivities
and morpher design parameters, but the results would be rewarding.
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A Theorems and Proofs

Theorem 1. Let ω be an arbitrary real number. Scaling all predefined
displacements g with ω and resolving the system of equations is equivalent
to scaling interpolation function s(x) with ω.

Proof. Lets say we already computed γinit and βinit and therefore
sinit(x), with respect to some displacement matrix g. We now scale g
with ω and try to compute again

[
M P
PT 0

] [
γ

β

]
=

[
ωg
0

]
. (A.1)

As multiplying a scalar with 0 is 0, we can continue
[

M P
PT 0

] [
γ

β

]
= ω

[
g
0

]
. (A.2)

Multiplying with the inverse of the matrix gives us

[
γ

β

]
= ω

[
M P
PT 0

]−1 [
g
0

]
, (A.3)

Where we recognise that
[

γ

β

]
= ω

[
γinit

βinit

]
. (A.4)

Inserting this into (3.12) gives us

s(x) =
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(A.5)
or in shorter notation
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Finally we recognise that

s(x) = ωsinit(x). (A.7)

Theorem 2. Lets say we have a cuboid in space with numbered vertices
from P1 to P8 as shown in figure A.1. Then point P is inside the cuboid if
the following is true

u · P1 < u · P < u · P2,

v · P1 < v · P < v · P4,

w · P1 < w · P < w · P5,

(A.8)

where
P1

P2
P3

P4

P5

P6
P7

P8

Figure A.1: Cuboid with numbered ver-
tices from P1 to P8.

u = P1 − P2,

v = P1 − P4,

w = P1 − P5.

(A.9)

This theorem is given without proof.
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B Details of the Proof of Concept

Let’s look at a Matlab™ function named prototype, that performs
mesh morphing on given point-based geometry. It serves as a proof
of concept.

To be able to test the concept on wide variety of cases, the function
is designed to handle 1D, 2D and 3D cases.

The function takes tree input arguments. The first one is a matrix
of size N × dim, containing control points cP, where N is number of
control points and dim is the dimensionality of our problem. Next are
the deformations of those control points g, which is a matrix of the
same size as cP. The last argument are the points of geometry that we
want to morph geo. This is a matrix of size NM× dim, where NM is
the number of points in geometry. The function also has one output
argument containing deformations of points in geometry s, which is
a matrix of size NM× dim.

The function starts with its declaration.

1 function s = prototype(cP,g,geo)

Then the size of the problem is determined.

3 N = size(cP,1); % number of control points

4 NM = size(geo,1); % number of points to be morphed

5 dim = size(cP,2); % number of dimensions

where N is the number of control points, NM is number of points that
need to be morphed and dim is number of dimensions. Number of
dimensions is gathered from the cP matrix and it is up to the user of
the function to make sure that other input parameters follow suit.

Now starts the assembling of the system of linear equations, par-
ticularly matrix M, which is defined in (3.7). One could achieve this
with a double nested for loop, but it is faster to use built-in Matlab™
functions.

Matrix with control points cP of size N × dim is repeated in third
dimension for N times, creating a three dimensional array m0 of size
N × dim× N.

8 m0 = repmat(cP,1,1,N); % repeat control points in 3rd dimension

Next, array m0 is permuted in two different ways. Therefore con-
trol points are repeated row or column wise with their coordinates
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spreading into third dimension of the array

m1 =




xc
1 xc

1 · · · xc
1

xc
2 xc

2 · · · xc
2

...
...

...
...

xc
N xc

N · · · xc
N




, m2 =




xc
1 xc

2 · · · xc
N

xc
1 xc

2 · · · xc
N

...
...

...
...

xc
1 xc

2 · · · xc
N




. (B.1)

9 m1 = permute(m0,[1 3 2]); % permute to have column-wise repetition

10 m2 = permute(m0,[3 1 2]); % permute to have row-wise repetition

Arrays m1 and m2 are then subtracted element wise.

11 M = m1 - m2; % subtract the matrices

At this point array M represents

Mij = xc
i − xc

j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, (B.2)

where each element is a one-, two- or three-dimensional vector. To
account for the Euclidean norm, defined as ‖x‖2 ≡

√
x2

1 + · · ·+ x2
n,

each element of the array M is squared and then elements in third
dimension are summed up, which gives a two dimensional matrix M.
Lastly, we compute the square root of the elements.

12 M = M.^2; % square each element

13 M = sum(M,3); % sum elements in 3rd dimension

14 M = sqrt(M); % square root each element of 2D matrix

Now matrix M stands for

Mij =
∥∥∥xc

i − xc
j

∥∥∥ for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N. (B.3)

If needed, one could easily apply an RBF on each element of matrix M,
but since we use RBF φ(x) = x, nothing needs to be done.

Next the matrix P is assembled, which means pre-pending a vector
of ones to the matrix of control points cP.

17 P = [ones(N,1) cP]; % prepend ones to control points

Now system of linear equations (3.6) is assembled and solved.

20 A = [M P; P’ zeros(dim+1)]; % assemble lhs

21 B = [g; zeros(dim+1,dim)]; % assemble rhs

22 q = A\B; % solve

From the solution, parameters γ and β are extracted.

23 gamma = q(1:N,:); % extract gamma

24 beta = q(N+1:end,:); % extract beta

Now that γ and β parameters are obtained, the original geometry
can be morphed by applying (3.12). It begins with preallocating space
with zeros for final deformation matrix s.

27 s = zeros(NM,dim);
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Then the function loops over all points in the geometry geo and, in
a nested loop, over all control points. Inside the loops the distances
between a current point in geometry and all control points are com-
puted. RBF should be applied here, but again, as RBF of choice is
φ(x) = x, nothing needs to be done. In the same line this distances
are multiplied with γ parameters. This needs to be done for each
dimension separately, as γ parameters are different for each dimen-
sion. Outside the inner loop the geometry points are multiplied with
parameters β and added to the expression. Here is shown the code
for two dimensional case.

37 for k = 1:NM

38 for i = 1:N

39 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + gamma(i,1)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));

40 s(k,2) = s(k,2) + gamma(i,2)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));

41 end

42 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + beta(1,1) + beta(2,1)*geo(k,1) + beta(3,1)*geo(k,2);

43 s(k,2) = s(k,2) + beta(1,2) + beta(2,2)*geo(k,1) + beta(3,2)*geo(k,2);

44 end

Now the function returns the displacements of geometry points s.
Those still need to be added to the original positions, to get the final
positions.

The whole function is listed in figure B.1.
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1 function s = prototype(cP,g,geo)
2

3 N = size(cP,1); % number of control points
4 NM = size(geo,1); % number of points to be morphed
5 dim = size(cP,2); % number of dimensions
6

7 % Create matrix M
8 m0 = repmat(cP,1,1,N); % repeat control points in 3rd dimension
9 m1 = permute(m0,[1 3 2]); % permute to have column-wise repetition

10 m2 = permute(m0,[3 1 2]); % permute to have row-wise repetition
11 M = m1 - m2; % subtract the matrices
12 M = M.^2; % square each element
13 M = sum(M,3); % sum elements in 3rd dimension
14 M = sqrt(M); % square root each element of 2D matrix
15

16 % Create matrix P
17 P = [ones(N,1) cP]; % prepend ones to control points
18

19 % Solve the system
20 A = [M P; P’ zeros(dim+1)]; % assemble lhs
21 B = [g; zeros(dim+1,dim)]; % assemble rhs
22 q = A\B; % solve
23 gamma = q(1:N,:); % extract gamma
24 beta = q(N+1:end,:); % extract beta
25

26 % Morph
27 s = zeros(NM,dim);
28 switch dim
29 case 1
30 for k = 1:NM
31 for i = 1:N
32 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + gamma(i,1)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));
33 end
34 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + beta(1,1) + beta(2,1)*geo(k,1);
35 end
36 case 2
37 for k = 1:NM
38 for i = 1:N
39 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + gamma(i,1)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));
40 s(k,2) = s(k,2) + gamma(i,2)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));
41 end
42 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + beta(1,1) + beta(2,1)*geo(k,1) + beta(3,1)*geo(k,2);
43 s(k,2) = s(k,2) + beta(1,2) + beta(2,2)*geo(k,1) + beta(3,2)*geo(k,2);
44 end
45 case 3
46 for k = 1:NM
47 for i = 1:N
48 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + gamma(i,1)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));
49 s(k,2) = s(k,2) + gamma(i,2)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));
50 s(k,3) = s(k,3) + gamma(i,3)*norm(geo(k,:)-cP(i,:));
51 end
52 s(k,1) = s(k,1) + beta(1,1) + beta(2,1)*geo(k,1) + beta(3,1)*geo(k,2) + beta(4,1)*geo(k,3);
53 s(k,2) = s(k,2) + beta(1,2) + beta(2,2)*geo(k,1) + beta(3,2)*geo(k,2) + beta(4,2)*geo(k,3);
54 s(k,3) = s(k,3) + beta(1,3) + beta(2,3)*geo(k,1) + beta(3,3)*geo(k,2) + beta(4,3)*geo(k,3);
55 end
56 end

Figure B.1: A prototype function for
morphing algorithm. Input arguments
are control points and their displace-
ments as well as points that need to be
morphed. Output argument are the dis-
placements of points that needed to be
morphed.
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C A Detailed Explanation of pMorph

Here is the detailed explanation of all 5 stages of pMorph.

Parse Dictionary

The Dictionary has three main parts.
First the geometry that we want to morph is specified. It usually

comes in an STL format or as a list of OpenFOAM™ points. The ability
to name a simple shape like rectangle, cuboid, disc, cylinder, sphere
and give its parameters was added for convenience. In this case the
program creates a list of points on a surface of the specified shape.

Second the geometries that represent control points fixed in space
are written. Those are usually either in STL format or as one of the
specified shapes.

Lastly the Solution section is specified. This section holds three
important details. First one is the weight of the solution, which is
a floating point number with which the morphing deformation is
multiplied. Then there are geometries that will work as displaced
control points, therefore we need to specify the deformation as well.
Several different deformations are implemented: fixed, translation,
rotation or an arbitrary one specified in external comma separated
values (CSV) file. The domain that specifies which points will be
effected is specified last. The domain can also have points on its
borders, which act as fixed control points.

An example of a dictionary is shown in appendix C.1.
The dictionary is parsed using Python library regex1. 1 Jan Goyvaerts. Regular Expressions:

The Complete Tutorial, 2006,2007

Create Geometry

In this step all imported geometries are saved as numpy arrays. For STL
and OpenFOAM™ files the points are simply read, while for specified
geometry shapes, like spheres and rectangles, point clouds are created
with respect to given properties.

For control geometries, displaced points are saved in arrays as well,
as they will be needed to assemble the system of equations (3.6).

Create Solutions

Here all the control points are used to assemble the system of lin-
ear equations (3.6), which is then solved using numpy library. This
procedure is basically the Matlab™ prototype function rewritten for
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Python. The result of this step are γ and β parameters.
Assembling and especially solving the system is the most demand-

ing task of pMorph. Any performance optimisation should start here.

Morph Geometries

Once the Solutions are obtained, morphing the geometry can start.
First an interpolation function (3.12) is created as anonymous function
for each Solution we have specified in Dictionary. Then, if the
domain of Solution was not specified, the program loops through
every point in geometry that we want to morph, calling interpolation
function on its location and saving its displacement. However, if the
domain was specified, the program first figures out which points are
inside the domain, and only then applies morphing to those.

As there are two possibilities for domain geometry, Cuboid and
watertight STL, there are two different approaches of figuring out
if point is indeed inside the domain. The procedure for Cuboid is
straightforward and explained in theorem 2 on page 66, while figuring
out if point is inside the STL model is a bit trickier. First a cuboid
tightly around the STL is created and the points that are outside it
are filtered out. Then the STL is slightly expanded, meaning each
point is slightly pulled in direction of its normal. This has to be done,
because points at the surface of STL are ambiguous and might not
be counted. Then the Python library trimesh2 is used, to determine 2 https://github.com/mikedh/trimesh.

[Online; accessed 4-July-2017]which of the remaining points are inside the STL via ray-casting.
The end result of this step are deformations of each point as a

result of each Solution, still kept separate by Solutions.

Superimpose Morphed Geometries

Morphed geometries are combined in the last section of the program.
The program loops through all the Solutions and applies each defor-
mation multiplied by Solution’s weight on each geometry that one
wants to morph. Final geometries are then saved.
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1 ToMorph
2 {
3 OpenFOAM
4 {
5 Name diffuser;
6 Location 0/polyMesh/points;
7 Destination 0/polyMesh/points;
8 }
9 }

10

11 FixedGeometry
12 {
13 ExternalSTLEdge
14 {
15 Name intake;
16 Location constant/triSurface/diffuserIntake.stl;
17 }
18 }
19

20 Solution
21 {
22 Name solution;
23 Weight 1.0;
24 Points
25 {
26 Cylinder
27 {
28 Name cylinder;
29 Radius 0.01;
30 CylinderStartPoint -1.22,-0.06,-0.445;
31 CylinderEndPoint -1.22, 0.06,-0.445;
32 PointDistance 0.007;
33 DeformationType translation;
34 TranslationVector 0.0,0,-0.001;
35 }
36 }
37

38 Domain
39 {
40

41 }
42 }

Figure C.1: An example of pMorph Dic-
tionary. The first section in curly braces
specifies the geometries that we want
to morph, in this case an OpenFOAM™
geometry. We need to tell the program
where it can read the geometry and
where to save it. Next we have geome-
tries that act as control points that are
fixed in space. In this case this geometry
is an STL model, where we extract and
fix only the edges. Lastly we define the
Solution. We provide the weight with
which the displacement of points should
be multiplied. Then we define the con-
trol points that will be displaced, here
they are on the surface of the cylinder
that will be moved downwards in z di-
rection. The density of control points is
provided with name PointDistance. At
the end we specify the domain, points in-
side which the model geometry should
be morphed. As the domain has no spec-
ifications here, all points will be affected.
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1 ToMorph
2 {
3 OpenFOAM
4 {
5 Name points;
6 Location constant/polyMesh/points;
7 Destination constant/polyMesh/points;
8 }
9 }

10 FixedGeometry { }
11 Solution
12 {
13 Name solution;
14 Weight 1.0;
15 Points
16 {
17 Cylinder
18 {
19 Name cylinderTopFront;
20 Radius 0.005;
21 CylinderStartPoint 1.45,-0.005,0.015;
22 CylinderEndPoint 1.45,0.005,0.015;
23 PointDistance 0.005;
24 DeformationType translation;
25 TranslationVector 0,0,-0.01;
26 }
27 Cylinder
28 {
29 Name cylinderLowFront;
30 Radius 0.005;
31 CylinderStartPoint 1.45,-0.005,-0.015;
32 CylinderEndPoint 1.45,0.005,-0.015;
33 PointDistance 0.005;
34 DeformationType translation;
35 TranslationVector 0,0,0.01;
36 }
37 Cylinder
38 {
39 Name cylinderTopBack;
40 Radius 0.005;
41 CylinderStartPoint 1.55,-0.005,0.015;
42 CylinderEndPoint 1.55,0.005,0.015;
43 PointDistance 0.005;
44 DeformationType translation;
45 TranslationVector 0,0,0.01;
46 }
47 Cylinder
48 {
49 Name cylinderLowBack;
50 Radius 0.005;
51 CylinderStartPoint 1.55,-0.005,-0.015;
52 CylinderEndPoint 1.55,0.005,-0.015;
53 PointDistance 0.005;
54 DeformationType translation;
55 TranslationVector 0,0,-0.01;
56 }
57 }
58 Domain
59 {
60 Cuboid
61 {
62 Name domainCuboid;
63 Origin 1.4,-0.01,-0.03;
64 Vector1 0.2,0,0;
65 Vector2 0,0.02,0;
66 Vector3 0,0,0.06;
67 PointDistance 0.005;
68 UseDomainAsFixed True;
69 }
70 }
71 }

Figure C.2: A pMorph Dictionary used
for channel flow morphing.
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1 ToMorph
2 {
3 OpenFOAM
4 {
5 Name points;
6 Location 0/polyMesh/points.gz;
7 Destination 0/polyMesh/points.gz;
8 }
9 }

10 FixedGeometry
11 {
12 ExternalSTL
13 {
14 Name intake;
15 Location originalGeometry/diffuserIntake.stl;
16 }
17 ExternalSTL
18 {
19 Name outtake;
20 Location originalGeometry/diffuserOuttake.stl;
21 }
22 ExternalSTL
23 {
24 Name fixedPlane;
25 Location originalGeometry/fixedPlaneSmall.stl;
26 }
27 }
28 Solution
29 {
30 Name solution1;
31 Weight {x1};
32 Points
33 {
34 Cylinder
35 {
36 Name cylinder1;
37 Radius 0.020;
38 CylinderStartPoint -0.52,0.17,-0.00;
39 CylinderEndPoint -0.42,0.40, 0.02;
40 PointDistance 0.005;
41 DeformationType translation;
42 TranslationVector 0.01,0,-0.01;
43 }
44 }
45 Domain
46 {
47 ExternalSTL
48 {
49 Name domainRight;
50 Location originalGeometry/diffuserDomain.stl;
51 UseDomainAsFixed False;
52 STLDomainExpansion 0.005;
53 }
54 }
55 }
56 Solution
57 {
58 Name solution2;
59 Weight {x2};
60 Points
61 {
62 Cylinder
63 {
64 Name cylinder2;
65 Radius 0.025;
66 CylinderStartPoint -0.4325,0.17,0.095;
67 CylinderEndPoint -0.4275,0.40,0.045;
68 PointDistance 0.005;
69 DeformationType translation;
70 TranslationVector 0.01,0,-0.02;
71 }
72 }
73 Domain
74 {
75 ExternalSTL
76 {
77 Name domainRight;
78 Location originalGeometry/diffuserDomain.stl;
79 UseDomainAsFixed False;
80 STLDomainExpansion 0.005;
81 }
82 }
83 }

Figure C.3: A pMorph Dictionary used
for diffuser morphing. Entries {x1} and
{x2} are replaced with actual numbers
by Dakota™.
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D Simulation in OpenFOAM™

An OpenFOAM™ simulation is defined with a large set of text files called
dictionaries, which include parameters relevant to the simulation.
Dictionaries have predefined structure and location in a set of three
folders, 0, constant, and system. Beside solvers, OpenFOAM™ has a
large set of utilities, that are controlled by said dictionaries as well.
Table D.1 lists some of the more important dictionaries.

dictionary folder explanation

blockMeshDict system Dictionary for controlling blockMesh utility, one of the most
basic mesh generators.

controlDict system Top control dictionary for setting solver type, number of
iterations in simulation, time steps, post-processing func-
tions, and so on.

decomposeParDict system Set how the mesh is split up, should the simulation run in
parallel.

fvSchemes system Sets the numerical schemes for terms such as time deriva-
tives, gradients, divergences, interpolations and so on.

fvSolution system Sets the solvers for specific equations, tolerances and algo-
rithms.

snappyHexMeshDict system Dictionary for controlling snappyHexMesh utility, a mesh
generator for creation of hexahedral meshes from STL files.

transportProperties constant Set the transport model and parameters such as density
and kinematic viscosity.

turbulenceProperties constant Set the turbulence model and its parameters.
p, U, and so on 0 Dictionaries which define initial and boundary conditions

for their respective fields.
Table D.1: Some of the most important
dictionaries in OpenFOAM™.Once all the parameters inside Dictionaries are set, one starts with

a call to the utility or solver in terminal. For example, one would
create a simple mesh and run a steady state solver with

1 $ blockMesh

2 $ simpleFoam

or, if we want to run in parallel

1 $ blockMesh

2 $ decomposePar

3 $ mpirun -np 16 simpleFoam -parallel

4 $ reconstructPar
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where the case is split up to different processes with decomposePar

and stitched back together with recomposePar.
After the simulation is complete, one usually examines the results

with Paraview or other post-processing utilities.
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E Running Dakota

As already mentioned in the introduction, the optimisation loop
has three main parts, the optimisation algorithm, the CFD solver,
and some way to change the design, in our case the morpher. The
optimisation algorithm is the main driver of the optimisation loop.
Here, the Dakota™ optimisation suite is used.

The whole optimisation loop starts by running Dakota™ using just
a short command in the terminal

1 $ dakota -i dakota.in

where the name of the input file is passed after the flag -i. This
input file has a special structure and holds all informations about
the analysis Dakota™ will perform. An almost minimum working
examples with a short explanation are in figures E.1 and E.2.

All optimisation algorithms are run inside Dakota™. The only
thing that needs to be done is to tell Dakota™ how to evaluate our
function, in our case a CFD simulation. Dakota™ actually has no idea
what happens during evaluation, which is commonly called black
box optimisation. When Dakota™ starts each evaluation, it prepares
two files, one with optimisation parameters, params.in, and one in
which the results of the evaluation called results.out should be
written. Results are values of the objective functions and possible
gradient and Hessian information, if it is possible to obtain them with
evaluation rather than just finite differences. It also creates a new
working directory inside which the function evaluation will run. Then
Dakota™ starts the analysis driver, which is usually just a bash script,
and passes it both files. An example of the analysis driver script is in
figure E.5.

Inside the analysis driver, the simulation needs to be set up. That
starts with copying the evaluation files, in our case that means pMorph
dictionary and OpenFOAM™ case, to the working directory and chang-
ing them so that they reflect the parameters from params.in file. As
both OpenFOAM™ and pMorph are text file driven, that only requires
swapping a few numbers in those files.

For that purpose the Dakota™ provides us with a handy perl

script dprepro. It takes a template file, that we need to provide, inside
which the parameter values are switched with the name of variable
descriptor inside curly braces. For example, if we want to change the
weight applied to the morphing with pMorph, the template file would
look like
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1 Solution

2 {

3 Name solution1;

4 Weight {x1};

5 ...

6 }

where x1 is the variable descriptor. The dprepro script switches these
descriptors with the values from param.in file and writes a new file,
that we then move inside working directory.

Next is the main part of the evaluation. First the mesh needs to be
morphed according to the newly assembled dictionary and then run
the OpenFOAM™ case. Once the solver has finished, we need to post
process the results and write them to the results.out file in the right
order.

This file is then read and evaluated by Dakota™ which uses this
data to prepare another set of parameters, starting another run of the
optimisation loop.

1 environment ### Top level Dakota settings
2 tabular_data # write a tabular results file
3 tabular_data_file = ’samples.dat’ # file name for tabular data output
4

5 method ### Dakota method selection
6 sampling # type of dakota method
7 samples = 120 # number of samples
8 sample_type lhs # method for picking samples
9

10 model ### Specify mapping between variables and responses
11 single # the type of mapping between variables and responses
12

13 variables ### Specify the parameter set
14 continuous_design = 1 # number of continuous variables
15 lower_bounds -1.0 # upper bounds on variables
16 upper_bounds 1.0 # lower bounds on variables
17 descriptors ’x1’ # variables descriptor
18

19 interface ### Specify how function evaluation will be performed
20 asynchronous # type of single level parallelism
21 evaluation_concurrency = 1 # determine number of concurrent evaluations
22 analysis_drivers = ’simScript’ # name of executable script
23 fork # type of invocation of a simulation code
24 aprepro # write parameters files in APREPRO syntax
25 parameters_file = ’params.in’ # specify the name of the parameters file
26 results_file = ’results.out’ # specify the name of the results file
27 file_save # keep the parameters & results files after evaluation
28 work_directory # run each evaluation in a separate working directory
29 named ’workdir’ # the base name of each work directory
30 directory_tag # tag each work directory with the evaluation number
31 directory_save # preserve the working directory after evaluation
32

33 responses ### Description of model output data
34 objective_functions = 1 # number of objective functions
35 no_gradients # we do not need gradients (its LHS)
36 no_hessians # we do not need hessians (its LHS)

Figure E.1: An example of Dakota input
file. It is separated into 6 top level blocks
inside which we further specify what
do we want from Dakota. Indentations
are added solely for better clarity. This
input file was used for the parameter
study for channel flow.
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1 environment ### Top level Dakota settings
2 tabular_data # write a tabular results file
3 tabular_data_file = ’samples.dat’ # file name for tabular data output
4

5 method ### Dakota method selection
6 optpp_q_newton # type of dakota method
7 convergence_tolerance = 1e-6 # convergence tolerance
8 max_iterations = 10 # max number of Dakota iterations
9 max_function_evaluations = 20 # maximum number of function evaluations

10

11 model ### Specify mapping between variables and responses
12 single # the type of mapping between variables and responses
13

14 variables ### Specify the parameter set
15 continuous_design = 1 # number of continuous variables
16 initial_point 1 # initial guess
17 descriptors ’x1’ # variables descriptor
18

19 interface ### Specify how function evaluation will be performed
20 asynchronous # type of single level parallelism
21 evaluation_concurrency = 1 # determine number of concurrent evaluations
22

23 analysis_drivers = ’simScript’ # name of executable script
24 fork # type of invocation of a simulation code
25 aprepro # write parameters files in APREPRO syntax
26 parameters_file = ’params.in’ # specify the name of the parameters file
27 results_file = ’results.out’ # specify the name of the results file
28 file_save # keep the parameters & results files after evaluation
29 work_directory # run each evaluation in a separate working directory
30 named ’workdir’ # the base name of each work directory
31 directory_tag # tag each work directory with the evaluation number
32

33 responses ### Description of model output data
34 objective_functions = 1 # number of objective functions
35

36 numerical_gradients # get gradients numerically
37 method_source dakota # use dakota to get them
38 interval_type forward # use forward finite differences
39 fd_step_size = 1.e-2 # the step for finite differences
40

41 no_hessians # we do not need hessians

Figure E.2: An example of Dakota input
file, which was used for BFGS gradient
optimisation for channel flow.

1 environment ### Top level Dakota settings
2 tabular_data # write a tabular results file
3 tabular_data_file = ’samples.dat’ # file name for tabular data output
4

5 method ### Dakota method selection
6 sampling # type of dakota method
7 samples = 23 # number of samples
8 sample_type lhs # method for picking samples
9

10 model ### Specify mapping between variables and responses
11 single # the type of mapping between variables and responses
12

13 variables ### Specify the parameter set
14 continuous_design = 2 # number of continuous variables
15 upper_bounds 1.0 1.0 # upper bounds on variables
16 lower_bounds -2.0 -1.0 # lower bounds on variables
17 descriptors ’x1’ ’x2’ # variables descriptor
18

19 interface ### Specify how function evaluation will be performed
20 asynchronous # type of single level parallelism
21 evaluation_concurrency = 1 # determine number of concurrent evaluations
22 analysis_drivers = ’simScript’ # name of executable script
23 fork # type of invocation of a simulation code
24 aprepro # write parameters files in APREPRO syntax
25 parameters_file = ’params.in’ # specify the name of the parameters file
26 results_file = ’results.out’ # specify the name of the results file
27 file_save # keep the parameters & results files after evaluation
28 work_directory # run each evaluation in a separate working directory
29 named ’workdir’ # the base name of each work directory
30 directory_tag # tag each work directory with the evaluation number
31

32 responses ### Description of model output data
33 objective_functions = 1 # number of objective functions
34 no_gradients # we do not need gradients (its LHS)
35 no_hessians # we do not need hessians (its LHS)
36 sense ’max’ # find the maximum

Figure E.3: An example of Dakota in-
put file, which was used for sampling
the parameter space at diffuser optimi-
sation.
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1 environment ### Top level Dakota settings
2 tabular_data # write a tabular results file
3 tabular_data_file = ’samples.dat’ # file name for tabular data output
4 method_pointer = ’MS’ # points optimisation to starting method
5

6

7 method ### This is the multi start method
8 id_method = ’MS’ # name of the method block
9 multi_start # multi-Start optimization method

10 method_pointer = ’METHOD_ON_SURR’ # pointer to sub-method to run from each starting point
11 random_starts = 10 # number of random starting points
12

13

14 method ## This is the multi start method
15 id_method = ’METHOD_ON_SURR’ # name of the method block
16 conmin_frcg # a conjugate gradient optimization method
17 max_function_evaluations = 500 # stopping criterion based on function evaluations
18 max_iterations = 100 # stopping criterion based on iterations
19 convergence_tolerance 0.00001 # stopping criterion based on convergence
20

21

22 model ### Specify mapping between variables and responses
23 surrogate # use surrogate model
24 global # use surrogate model with global support
25 gaussian_process # choose Gaussian Process surrogate model
26 surfpack # use surfpack version
27 import_points_file = ’results/samples.dat’ # file with points for building a surrogate
28

29

30 variables ### Specify the parameter set
31 continuous_design = 2 # number of continuous variables
32 upper_bounds 1.0 1.0 # upper bounds on variables
33 lower_bounds -2.0 -1.0 # lower bounds on variables
34 descriptors ’x1’ ’x2’ # variables descriptor
35

36

37 responses ### Description of model output data
38 objective_functions = 1 # number of objective functions
39 sense ’max’ # maximise objective function
40 numerical_gradients # compute gradients with finite differences
41 no_hessians # we do not need hessians

Figure E.4: An example of Dakota input
file, which was used for gradient optimi-
sation on the surrogate model at diffuser
optimisation.

1 # ------------------------------
2 # PRE-PROCESSING
3 # ------------------------------
4

5 cp -r ../templatedir/* .
6 cp -r ../casebase/* .
7

8 dprepro $1 dictionary.template dictionary.in
9 cp dictionary.in dictionary

10

11 # ------------------------------
12 # ANALYSIS
13 # ------------------------------
14

15 pMorph nodeDeformation > log.mesh
16 topoSet >> log.mesh
17 checkMesh >> log.mesh
18 simpleFoam > log
19

20 # ------------------------------
21 # POST-PROCESSING
22 # ------------------------------
23

24 tail -n 1 postProcessing/swakExpression_totalPressure/0/totalPressure | awk ’{print $NF}’ > $2

Figure E.5: An example of Dakota anal-
ysis driver.
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